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ABSTRACT

CARINI, J .A. The Motivational Value of Health
and Safety Promotion Newsletters in a Corporate
Setting.
M.S. in Community Health Education, 1988. 96 pp.
(Dr. Gary D. Gilmore).

The study examined the affects a health and safety promotion
newsletter would have on employees at Norplex, a Division of
Universal Oil Products (UOP). The study population consis
ted of all employees at Norplex in La Crosse, Wisconsin,
Postville, Iowa, and Franklin, Indiana. Employees completed
a pretest and posttest questionnaire designed by the re
searcher. The employees were divided into groups receiving
bi-weekly newsletters, monthly newsletters, and no news
letters. The newsletters were written and designed by the
researcher. A one-tailed t-test was used to determine a
probable statistical significance between group values, with
a p~.05 level for rejection of the null hypotheses. Results
of the study indicated that a newsletter relating to health
and safety promotion could have an impact on an employees
growth in attitude, knowledge, and personal behavior, based
on posttest analysis. The employees that did receive a
newsletter were in favor of having a related newsletter
implemented at Norplex in the future.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"There I S nothing like an idea whose time has come", is

the feeling of Charles Althafer, Director of Special Pro

jects, Center for Health Promotion and Education at the

Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta (Kaplan, 1980) in

reference to the immediate need for employee health and

safety promotional programs. Althafer (1980) added:

The rising cost of employee health care has pushed these
programs to the fore. The costs in the United States
have been rising about 12.4% a year the past decade,
with a 15% increase last year. Today's health care
system costs $212.5 billion and is expected to reach $3
trillion by the year 2000 if cost increases continue at
the present rate (p.1).

Reducing high employee health and safety costs is

becoming a major priority for today's employers. The

following statements and figures are only a few of the

reasons business and industry are beginning to take part

in supporting employee health and safety promotional

programs: (a) Premature employee death costs American

industry $19.4 billion a year, more than the combined 1976

profits of Fortune's top five corporations (Golaszewski,

1981) ; (b) An estimated $10 to $20 billion is lost through

absence, hospitalization and early employee death

(Golaszewski, 1981); (c) In 1978, $14 billion were spent in



the treatment of industrial back injuries - diagnosis

operations, rehabilitation and compenaat.Lon (Goldberg,

1980); (d) About 32 million workdays and $8.6 billion in

wages is lost annually to heart-related diseases

(Golaszewski, 1981); and (e) Alcoholism costs industry

about $15.6 billion annually due to absenteeism and medical

costs (Golaszewski, 1981).

These examples are reflective of all levels of employee

health and safety compensation, not just for large

companies. The irony is that many of these health and

safety problems are largely preventable. Impressive

evidence is starting to accumulate that the prevention of

disease and injury, and the promotion of positive health

and safety efforts can do much to correct some of the

imbalances in business and industry. Therefore, this study

investigated the potential need for employee health and

safety promotion within the worksite setting.

Statement of the Problem

Until now very little was known about the true overall

affects an industrial health and safety promotional program

would have on its employees. This study was designed to

determine if selected employees would actually benefit from

a print medium-related health and safety promotional

program over a short period of time.



Need for the Study

Dr. Ronald J. Cook, the corpcrace manager of physical

fitness and health education at the World Headquarters of

Sentry Insurance in Stevens Point, wisconsin, (Donahue,

1981) feels the health and well being of employees is the

key element for productivity. "If they (employees) are not

healthy and on the job, they cannot produce" (p. 28 ) .

This researchers interest in Norplex, a Division of

Universal Oil Products (UOP) in La Crosse, for this study,

evolved from designing a protocal employee back pain and

injury prevention program for a previous assignment. A

maj or problem confronting Norplex, with keeping employees

healthy and on the job, is the high rate of employees

suffering from lower back pain and injury. Low back pain

is a main contributor to Norplex's high rate of absenteeism

and low productivity within their three worksites. . From

1979 to 1981, lower back pain and injury occurrence grew

from 29% to approximately 40% of the total lost time

injuries reported. Also, lower back pain and injury

accounted for more than 60% of the total days lost to

injuries.

These statistics are only part of what is being

calculated nationwide for low back pain and injury,

absenteeism, and high medical costs. The following data

demonstrate the impact low back pain and injuries have had



on the industrial population: (a) In the United States,

over 75 million people suffer from low back pain and injury

(La Crosse Tribune, 1981); (b) Eight of ten Americans will

suffer from some sort of back pain at least once during

their lives (La Crosse Tribune, 1981); (c) Due to low back

pain, two million people cannot work (La Crosse Tribune,

1981); (d) Low back pain and injury account for 460,000 or

one in five, of the nations work related injuries (La

Crosse Tribune, 1981); (e) Insurance companies pay $6,600

for the average back injury claim. Some cost more than

$100,000 (Campbell, 1975); (f) Over 200 million work days

are lost each year (Campbell, 1975); and (g) In 1978, $14

billion were spent in the treatment of industrial back

injuries-diagnosis, operations, rehabilitation and

compensation (Goldberg, 1980). These statistics give rise

to the importance of addressing just one of today's major

employee health-related problems.

This researcher feels that one possible way to

eliminate the high rate of absenteeism due to lower back

pain and injury at Norplex is through an employee health

and safety promotional and educational program. Not only

might a short term promotional program have a positive

effect on back injuries, but also on other areas of

personal health and safety.

: .
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Dr. Cook (1981), agrees with the importance of an

on-site employee health promotion prog;ram. "Mentally,

emotionally and physically fit employees are of more value

to themselves, families, and employers. Such employees

have less absenteeism, become more productive, and gener

ally require less illness care of disability expenditures"

(p.28). To add to this perspective, a study released by

Health Insurance Association of America (LeRoux, 1981), has

found worksite disease prevention and promotion programs

are saving some major employers millions of dollars a year

in reduced health care and time-off costs.

Null Hypotheses

The following null hypotheses were formulated:

1. All first shift (Group I) employees at the La Crosse

Division of Norplex receiving bi-weekly newsletters

will not have a significant mean change score value

on the "Corporate Health and Safety Promotion

Questionnaire" (C.H.S.P.Q.) than employees at the

La Crosse Division of Norplex receiving monthly

newsletters on second shift (Group II).

2. Group I will not have !l significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than employees at the

La Crosse Division of Norplex receiving no news

letters on the third shift (Group III).



3. There will be no statistical significant difference

between Group I and employees a,t the Postville

Division of Norplex receiving bi-weekly newsletters

(Group IV) on the C.H.S.P.Q.

4. Group I will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees at

the Franklin Division of Norplex receiving no news

letters in Group V.

5. Group II will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees in

Group III.

6. Group II will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees in

Group V.

7. There will be no statistical significant difference

between Group III and employees in Group V on the

C.H.S.P.Q.

8. Group IV will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees in

Group II.

9. Group IV will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C. H. S. P. Q. than all employees in

Group III.

10. Group IV will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C. H. S . P. Q. than all employees in

Group V.



Assumptions

A. It was assumed that all employees at the three

Norplex settings would respond to the question

naires honestly.

B. It was assumed that there was no employee

communication regarding the study among the three

shifts at La Crosse.

C. It was assumed that there was no employee

communication regarding the study wi thin all three

Norplex settings.

D. It was assumed that the majority of employees in

the treatment groups at the three Norplex settings

would read their respective newsletters.

E. It was assumed that the majority of employees in

the control groups at the two Norplex settings

would not read their respective newsletters.

Delimitations

The following delimitations were made in the design of

this research:

A. The subject population was delimited to employees

at three corporate settings of the Norplex Division

of Universal Oil Products (UOP) Inc.



B. The treatment process was limited to a total of

eight newsletters, consisting ,of four bi-weekly

newsletters and four monthly newsletters.

C. The time period for this study was from December

17, 1981 to April 12, 1982.

D. The newsletters were distributed only by appointed

corporate representatives within each of the three

Norplex settings, and not by this researcher.

Limitations

The researcher was unable to control for the following

limitations at all three Norplex Divisions of Univer

sal Oil Products (UOP) Inc.:

A. Some subjects in control Group III could have

obtained newsletters left behind by employees in

Groups I and II at the La Crosse setting (after

being distributed).

B. Certain employees terminated or retired from

Norplex during the study.

C. Certain employees were on sick leave or had medical

excuses for days that questionnaire/newsletters

were distributed.

D. Certain employees were out of town representing

Norplex on business when questionnaires/newsletters

were distributed.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The intent of this review is to present the research

that was· accumulated in relation to long and short term

benefits of employee occupational health and safety

promotional programs. To more effectively examine these

studies, this overview was divided into sections looking at

occupational health and safety, the need for health and

safety promotion, program evaluation, longitudinal studies,

short term studies, and the roll mass media plays in

conveying health and safety messages.

Longi tudinal Studies

At the time this study was being completed, actual

documented statistical material relating specifically to

the overall long term benefits of occupational health and

safety promotional programs were still in progress. In

this section three occupational health and safety promotion

studies will be discussed. These three studies are the

first to give dollar-and-cents values to the overall health

benefits of wellness programs. i
Ii



1\ health care and disease prevention program has been

available to New York Telephone Company's 80 ,000 employees

for eight years. Nine of it's wellness promotional

programs saved the company $2. 7 million in absence and

treatment costs. According to Dr. Coring W. Wood, the

company Medical Director for Research and Development

(Leroux, 1981).

10

This is an extremely conservative figure. A more
liberal projection of the annual savings is more in the
area of $55 million. We forget to include increased
well-being, improved work attitude, better family
relations, increased productivity among workers,
savings in employee replacement, and dollar figures for
lives saved (p.1).

The following reveals the savings New York Telephone

Company. absorbed from it's program (Leroux): 1) A smoking

cessation promotional program saved the company $645,000 in

the cost of treating coronary disease and $1.4 million in

lung disease treatment and lost work time; 2) Nutrition

programs that promoted cholesteral reduction had a total

savings of $245,000 in treatment of cardiovascular

diseases, and time off work; 3) A breast cancer screening

program of 23,492 female employees identified 42 breast

cancers in the past five years representing a savings of

$269,000 and $85,000 in colon-rectal cancer detection; 4)

The promoting and teaching of medication techniques saved

the company $268,000 in stress related absenteeism and

disease; 5) In 1980 the company found it averaged 300

cases of alcoholism each year for the past seven years.





combined lower turnover and reduced absenteeism, minus an

estimated $50,000 annual cost of running a fitness program,

showed a net savings to Canada Life of' $231,000 annually

(p.36) .

The fitness promotional program was a success from the
start, was the comment made by Veronica Marsden,
Administrator for the Canada Life program. It is of
vital importance especially when the cost of hiring and
training a new employee runs from $4,000 for clerical
employees to $8,500 for executive level employees
(p.37) •

In the third study, at Johnson & Johnson, a two year

epidemiological study evaluated the impact their "Live For

Life" program had on a wide range of employee health and

lifestyle characteristics (Arnold, 1981). The results

clearly illustrated that the treatment groups, in compari

son with the controlled groups, showed greater improve-

ments in major health areas initiated by their programs

(see Appendix B).

These preliminary one year comparisons strongly suggest

the importance the Johnson & Johnson program had for it's

employees, and reflects that the program had achieved

significant and meaningful improvements towards upgrading

it's employees' lifestyles. The statistical analysis

shared by these studies positive1y leans towards the

importance and cost effectiveness of an employee health and

safety promotional program which will benefit both employee

and employer in the future.

12
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Short Term Studies

In this section, the researcher wi,ll discuss employee

programs that have been initiated and implemented in

various occupational settings, on a smaller scale than

those longitudinal studies previously mentioned. The

studies shared here are additional positive evidence that

display the effectiveness a promotional program can develop

for both employee and employer. The researcher's objective

in this section is to describe various employee occupa

tional programs individually in a brief swmnary: (1) At

Southern Bell, in Panama City, Florida, after 293 employees

were administered a Health Risk Appraisal, 190 (64.8%) were

found to be at some kind of health risk (smoking, over

weight, high blood pressure). OUt of the 190 found to be

at risk, 131 (68.9%) signed wellness contracts. Of the

Southern Bell employees who signed for health improvements,

(67.9%) were followed up. Of these, 42.6% were able to

meet their behavior change contract goal. The employees

lost a total of 250 pounds, three had quit smoking, and 32

employees had started fitness programs (Merliss, 1981); and

(2) General Motors estimates that it I s Employee Assistance

Program, which began in 1972, has produced a 3-1 return in

dollars invested. During the first year of the program,

costs decreased in these areas: lost time was down 40%;

sickness and accident benefit payments were down 60%;
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grievances were down 50%; and on-the-job accidents declined

50%. The Pontiac Divisions rehabilita.tion of 25 alcoholics

saved the company 10,850 lost work hours and $9,878 in

disability insurance benefit payments (LeRoux); and (3)

Campbell Soup Company, in Camden, New Jersey, found that a

colon-rectal cancer screening program saved $66,000 in

medical fees covered by insurance, and lost time and

replacement costs if a new employee must be trained.

Through the screening, 4. 5 cases were prevented for a

savings of $297,000. The program costs $52,000, so the

actual savings was $245,000 (LeRoux); and (4) A stop-

smoking program at Dow Chemical Company's Texas Division

saw one quarter of the 33% of employees that smoked, had

quit. Smokers originally averaged 5.5 days more absentee

ism, 7.7 days more disability and 12% more illness per year

than non-smokers (LeRoux); and (5) In 1968, The National

Aeronautics and Space Administration provided a three times

a week exercise program for 259 men from ages 35-55 years.

After one year, 89% reported improved stamina, 40% had

improved sleeping habits, 60% lost weight, and many quit

smoking (Heinzelmann, 1979); and (6) In 1975, Speedcall

Corporation, an electronics company in Hayward, California,

began smoking cessation and fitness programs for it' s 36

employees. In four years, there was less illness, absences

for illness were shorter, and productivity was increasing



(Kristein, 1977); and (7) A study of 150 people at

Kennecott Corporation in Salt Lake City, Utah, showed a

$5.63 return for every dollar it had invested. After six

months of participating in the promotional program, there

was a 52% improvement in attendance, a 74.6% decrease in

weekly indemnity costs and a 55.4% decrease in hospital

medical surgical costs (Kaplan, 1980).

The findings for both longitudinal and short term

studies presented here should be interpreted with overall

caution. The majority of health and safety promotion

programs still are in an infantile state, and accoridng to

Dr. Robert E. Demon, Vice President of Medical Affairs at

Kimberly-Clark Corporation in Neenah, Wisconsin (Kaplan,

1980), "It is going to take a great deal of time before we

know the true impact. It will take at least ten years

before any significant annual savings and substantial data

can be offered to defend these programs" (p.1).

Program Evaluation

A true basis for evaluating employee health and safety

promotional programs is definitely still in an infantile

state. This is primarily due to companies not yet being

able to justify just what they are looking for to evaluate

from. In this study, the researcher used pretest to post

test mean scores and self reported data from five groups to

15



evaluate the effects a health and safety promotional news-

letter had on employees for future wel;L-being.

This section looks at the various types of evaluations

and how they are utilized to substantiate a program's

importance. Choosing program objectives and selecting

proper evaluation techniques seems to be difficult, regard-

less of the size of the population. The three most common

objectives for an occupational health and safety promotion-

al program are: ( 1) to improve the health and safety of

participants; and (2) to increase health awareness so

personal lifestyle choice becomes a truly informed choice;

and (3) to reduce the rate of medical care cost escallation

(Kiefhaber, 1980).

Ann K. Kiefhaber (1980), from the Washington Business

Group on Health, has taken three popular tools used for

evaluation and explains their true value in assessment: (A)

True measures (improve the health of participants) from

participants are hard to obtain due to the lack of good

"before" data base; the problems of isolating the health

and safety promotion intervention; and the cost of scienti

fically monitoring and measuring health condition changes;

and (B) Health awareness is somewhat easier to measure than

knowledge gained can be tested. However, those results

will tell little about actual behavior change and are

essentially dependent upon self-reporting; and (C) Cost

16



effectiveness is even more difficult to measure. Three of

the primary measures are: (1) reduced qbsenteeism, (2)

reduced medical care utilization and, (3) reduced rates of

accidents. All lack precision and can be extremely costly

(p.22) .

Measures of cost-effectiveness are expanded upon

compared to the previous two evaluations because today's

employer is primarily interested in investing in employees

only when the employer can save money. Today' s researchers

are using cost-effectiveness measures as a positive promo-

tional tool when initiating occupational programs.

The following' portion will explain the various means of

evaluating a program by cost-effectiveness. One of the

more commonly used criterion for evaluation of health and

safety promotion programs has been absenteeism. The

problem faced with this method is that most companies have

no reporting system for absences of less than 5 to 7 days

(Kiefhaber) . Therefore, absences due to personal illness,

family problems, use of sick leave, are not distinguish

able. Some of the studies done, using absenteeism,

identify the following: ( 1) "When a Goodyear plant in

Norrkopking, Sweden, introduced an employee fitness

program, absenteeism among participants fell by nearly

half" (Keelor, 1976); and (2) " A survey at the Occidental

Life Insurance Company of California shows that regular

17
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users of the company gym are absent only half as often as

nonusers" (Martin, 1978); and (3) "At ~orthern Natural Gas,

significantly fewer days are lost due to illness by those

in the aerobic program than by those not in the program"

(Martin) .

Another method for evaluating cost effectiveness is

reduced medical care utilization by it's employees. The

traditional insurance claims data tells little about either

the cause of utilization or the results of care received.

The enourmous cost of illness to American industry is

clear. A recent estimate placed the economic costs of

cardiovascular disease to the United Sates economy at over

$60 billion a year in terms of lost wages and direct

medical expenses (Everett, 1979).

Employers are reporting absorbed medical losses with

the following examples: ( 1) General Motors compares medical

losses to the cost of steel. They reportedly pay more for

medical benefits and care than for steel from it's major

supplier (Keelor, 1976); (2) Overall, 7 to 10 million

people are affected each year with lower back pain. This

results in 25 million days work and costs the nation about

$14 billion a year in lost work days and medical bills

(Goldberg, 1980); (3) In 1978, $14 billion were spent in

the treatment of industrial back injuries-diagnosis,

operations, rehabilitation and compensation (Goldberg).

18



Another method in analyzing cost effectiveness wi thin a

corporate setting is to calculate the lost days due to

on-the-job accidents. The major drawback with this process

of evaluation is most companies have no automatic reporitng

of off-the-job accidents which is where the majority of

accidents occur (Kiefhaber). The following examples show

how these statistics can be misleading: Lower back injuries

are the most frequently reported, and hardest to detect of

any injury in today's corporate setting: (1) Low back pain

and injury account for 460,000, or one in five, of the

nations work related injuries; and (2) OVer 200 million

work days are lost each year in the United States; and (3)

North American Rockwell and Phillips Petroleum Company have

reported an estimated 132,000,000 days are lost each year

due to heart attacks (Martin, 1979).

Many companies are content with evaluation measures

that are either based upon self-reporting or are virtually

non-quantifiable • For example: ( 1) employee morale, and

( 2) improved company image, and (3) change in health

attitUdes. Other measures are not health specific, but are

often used to help justify program continuation: (1)

reduced turnover, (2) increased productivity, and (3)

recruitment success (Kiefhabor).

An example of a study which primarily used most of the

above criteria for program evaluation was used by the

19



National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

After one year of programmed exercise, haLf of the 259 men,

ages 35-55, reported better job performance and better

attitudes toward their work. Almost all the regular

exercisers said they felt better and 89% reported improved

stamina. Participants felt "they could work harder both

mentally and physically and that they enjoyed their work

more and found their normal work routine less boring"

(Heinzelmann, 1979).

The processes of evaluation described within this

section illustrate that no one means of evaluation is

positively correct. Choosing an evaluation technique" for

any occupational study seems to depend largely on the

researcher, the size of employee population, and hypothesis

to be tested.

Mass Media

The vehicle used. in this study to promote occupational

health and safety within the three Norplex settings was a

bi-weekly and monthly newsletter. Newsletter, a form of

mass media, is defined as a printed sheet (or sheets),

often resembling a small newspaper, used to disseminate

news to a specific interest group, usually on a regular

basis (Newsom, 1981).
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Reseachers ideas parallel in what they feel is the

primary role of mass media to convey printed health and

safety messages to employees. According to Freimuth,

printed mass media is effective in: "( 1) increasing

knowledge; (2) reinforcing previously held attitudes; and

(3) to cause behavioral change" (Freimuth, 1979).

Newsom and' Siegfried (1981), express much the same feeling

towards the purpose behind the use of newsletters: (1) to

be used for conununicating with a specific audience; (2) to

be used to inform more than persuade an audience; and (3)

should be designed to offer employees information about a

common experience (p. 25). This coincides directly with the

. purpose of this study, which was to investigate whether an

occupational health and safety newsletter can be an

effective means of conveying health and safety message to

employees within an occupational setting.

Several researchers feel that conununicating messages

via print mass media can be used as a primary change agent

or as a supporting agent. The primary message authors have

in common is that the occupational health and safety writer

must have extensive knowledge about the target worker

(employees) and the target issues (topic areas). These are

important concepts in conununicating messages and because

they govern whether sources will be perceived and under

stood by the audience receiving the printed materials.
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This is making reference to the importance in style an

occupational health and safety writer sbould develop to

increase the chances that health messages will be read and

understood.

Janet Alexander (Tirengel, 1980), who has played a

major role in the development of media for the Stanford

Heart Disease Prevention Program, has identified the

following five areas that need to be considered in planning

a media campaign: (1) Continuity. Whatever the signals one

is sending, they have to be continuous. They cannot be

just on an occasional, "pop gun" basis; (2) Repitition.

The message can't be sent just once. I t has to be

presented several times; (3) Di versity. There needs to be

variety in form and message. People will turn off the

message if one does not change the way it is expressed; (4 )

Intensity. Are enough signals being sent frequently

enough? Develop an indicator that people are becoming

aware of the message (inventory); and (5) Duration. It

must be decided how long messages need to be sent. This

will very much depend upon the type of behavior to be

changed. It may not be simply a matter of providing

factual information, but also addresses resistance to

receiving the messages (p. 6 ) .
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Other authors suggest similar techniques as identified

by Alexander, but go a step farther in these four strate

gies for writing effective messages (Manning, 1981): (1)

The visual impact created by the printed page should affect

the workers interest in reading the material. This is

important in increasing subject interest. For example,

highlight important ideas and terms with bold face type or

italics; (2) The writer should next attempt to produce the

lowest possible readability level wi thin the constraints of

the subject matter. For example, write short simple

sentences whenever possible. Introduce only one idea in a

sentence; (3) Next , motivation is essential if the worker

is actually going to read health and safety measures. For

example: Use photos and names of real workers; and 4)

Finally, you want to create a change in behavior. Describe

opportunities to practice, and to reinforce the new

behavior.

Manning, (1981) agrees that if an employee is to change

any behavior it depends largely upon the writer's ability

to 'present messages that workers can and will read, compre

hend, and act upon. In this study, occupational health and

safety messages were initiated through a newsletter. There

are several avenues in which mass media can be used in

health promotion. In 1979, the Washington Business Group

on Health conducted a survey of 59 industry sponsored
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health promotion, prevention and education programs. The

four areas of mass media used were posters, pay stuffers

(newsletters), slides, and films. Posters (48%) were found

to be the most successful form of media used regardless of

subject content. Filmstrips followed with a mean average

of 28%, then slides (19%), and paystuffers were least

successful in conveying health messages. An explanation of

these compiled findings were not offered, due to the study

being primarily a survey to help companies and government

agencies make future private and public policy decisions

(Kiefhaber, 1979).

Need for Health and Safety Promotion

The motivational force behind industry's recent action

in promoting occupational health and safety is twofold.

First, employers see health and safety promotion as a

possible future remedy in reducing the high costs for

employee health care. Secondly, having a positive impact

on the decrease in absenteeism and an increase in

productivity .

The magnitude of this need/movement for occupational

health promotional programs is rampant because of high

employee medical costs. In 1965, Ford Motor Company,

estimated that health care benefits represented $22 for

every vehicle produced. By 1977, that figure had grown to
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$120. Between 1959 and 1977, hospital charges sky rocketed

to $65.6 billion from $2.7 billion (Busi.ness Week, 1978).

Also, high employee medical costs continue to escalate, but

many corporate settings are finding a means to combat those

costs. Equitable Life Assurance Society found a 70% re-

duction in physician utilization from their stress manage-

ment program. And General Motors had a 60% reduction in

sick and accident days, from their employee assistance

program (p. 58-68 l , These are only a few of the employee

promotional programs recently initiated. They illustrate

not only the need, but also the benefits for both employer

and employee.

To illustrate the lack of factual knowledge employees

have in regards to health and safety, General Mills

conducted an inhouse survey (Dwore, 1979). In 1979,

General Mills found that less than one-quarter of adult

family members claimed to be well informed on any of these

five issues; nutrition and diet; preventive medicine;

handling of emotional problems; health care and physical

fitness; and symptoms of mental illness. The survey also

revealed th~t twice as many family members would like to

sit around and relax rather than exercise during their

leisure time. On a more positive side, 80% of the

employees perceive a need for improved health habits, and

57% believe there are serious problems with the health care
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system in the country (p.114). A national survey of one

hundred and twenty-nine health systems agency directors

(93%) believe health promotion to be a valid means of

controlling health care costs. In justifying their

answers, most directors said that health promotion programs

would improve health and thus lead to reductions in

utilization of expensive health services (Higgins, 1980).

The researcher feels health promotion is equally important

to the needs of both the employer and employee, because we

need to reach them before it is too late.

In summary, health promotion could possibly be the

answer in helping employees live better lives today,

instead of them going on unaware, not knowing what problems

their present health and safety habits will create for them

in the future. In a broader outlook, these views compare

with the thoughts of Lipset (1979). "Health promotion is

necessary because health is not considered to be a major

American value".
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

Introduction

This study was designed to determine if the effects of

a health and safety promotional newsletter would enhance an

employee's attitude, knowledge and behavior towards his\her

well-being in relation to personal health and safety. This

chapter specifically will examine the research methods.

Sub;ect Selection

The target population included all employed personnel

within three corporate settings of the Norplex Division of

Universal oil Products (UOP) Inc. The three Norplex

settings were located in La Crosse, Wisconsin, Postville,

Iowa, and Franklin, Indiana. Norplex of La Crosse, was

selected to participate in the study for several reasons.

First, as an employee at Norplex, this researcher's

wife approached several employees in management about the

project and found a positive common interest for their

employees. At a later date, this researcher introduced

this study to various management personnel and the director

of personnel, which revealed a positive interest in the

study for their employees.
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Secondly, Norplex in the past has been a very

supportive employer in relation to employee activities.

For example: Each year for the Oktoberfest road races,

Norplex sponsors all employees entering the runs and

supplies matching running outfits. They also support

several wheelchair road racers. This is one example of

how Norplex shows an interest towards their employees and

community. The researcher wanted to study a corporate

setting in the La Crosse area in case any problems would

arise during the study. Norplex also agreed to absorb all

costs needed to support this study, which was a primary

factor in implementing this study. The majority of cost

included labor and paper supplies to reproduce testing

instruments, and eight news letters.

Finally, at an earlier date this researcher developed a

protocol relating to employee lower back pain and injury,

and Norplex volunteered all employee medical records for

this study. Without those statistics an acceptable

protocol could not have been developed.

This researcher found Norplex to be very cooperative

and supportive during negotiations of the study and

protocol project. Because of these reasons, and ones

stated earlier, Norplex, and its two neighboring

subsidiaries, were selected for this study. These two

locations were in postville, Iowa, and Franklin, Indiana.
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Adding these two settings with the La Crosse worksite, gave

this researcher a larger population to study.

Division of Groups

The La Crosse setting employs three work shifts and was

divided by these shifts for experimental purposes.

Employees on first shift (Group I) and second shift (Group

II) served as experimental groups, while third shift (Group

III) was chosen as a control group. Due to convenience in

subject availability and division in employees per work

shift in La Crosse, the following procedures were initiated

for statistical analysis. Employees in Group I (225), were

designated as a treatment group and received newsletters

biweekly. Those employees in Group II (65), also partici-

pated in treatment procedures, but only received a monthly

newsletter. All employees in Group III (55), were used as

a control group for this setting, receiving no newsletters

The La Crosse worksite provided not only convenient acces-

sibility, but also a total of three different testing

opportunities in one location.

At Postville (Group IV) and Franklin (Group V) the

above opportunities were not easily attainable. These

worksites were used as additional experimental settings.

Each setting employs only a first shift workforce.

Bi-weekly newsletters were issued to Group IV (115), and
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employees in Group V (85) did not receive any newsletters.

Group IV was chosen as the treatment gr0';lp by request from

Dave Barkey, the director of personnel in La Crosse. Due

to the higher rate of on the job accidents with Group IV

compared to Group V, it was felt that the newsletter would

be of greater value to them. For example, in Group IV more

employees suffered from lower back pain and injury then

Group V, because lifting heavy objects was part of their

daily duties.

Instrumentation

The testing instrument used in this study consisted of

the "Corporate Health and Safety Promotion Questionnaire

(C.H.S.P.Q. )", designed by this researcher. It surveyed

various topics relating directly to an employee's personal

health and safety habits (see Appendix A). The question-

naire was designed by the researcher for the following

1. Testing instruments used/designed by other

researchers were found to be lengthy (broad) in

terms of total health and safety topic areas.

2. Testing instruments used/designed by other re

searchers were found to be too time consuming for

employees to complete in available testing time

allocated by Norplex.
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3. Testing instruments did not parallel with those

specific areas in on the job safety that this

Nutrition, Cigarette Smoking, Alcohol and Drugs, Stress

researcher and personnel director at Norplex,

identified as having value to the employees at

Norplex. The two areas of on the job safety th,at

Norplex identified having the greatest impact of '

injury among its workers were: (a) improve lifting

techniques, and (b) hazardous floor and walkways.

The C.H.S.P.Q. was designed around a nucleus of health

and safety issues that were mutually identified by Thesis

Committee members and the Director of Personnel at Nor

plex. This process of uniting all parties involved in the

project provided an opportunity for all members to contri

bute. Also, Norplex selected the health and safety topics

that would be of best interest for its' employees.

The personal health portion of the questionnaire was

directed to the following issues: Exercise/Fitness,

Control and Personal Health. The personal safety portion

focused on the areas of: Back Pain and Injury, Driving

Habits, and Safety Hazards. Because of the high rate of

low back pain and injury among workers in the La Crosse

setting, priority was given to this area in the safety

section.
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The second phase of both pretest and posttest instru

- ments (see Appendix A) served as a survey. tool. On the

pretest instrument, the researcher surveyed each group

of employees for existing personal interests in several

employee health and safety promotional programs. The

survey format on the posttest was designed to research the

employees responses concerning the eight newsletters. This

portion of the posttest instrument surveyed each employee

to inquire if any self-reported changes had occurred in

their attitude, knowledge, or behavior after the treatment

period had ended. The survey portion of the posttest asked

for employees t reactions to each individual newsletter,' and

which of the eight newsletters had been read by each

employee. Finally, the employees were to respond (yes or

no) if they would like to see a health and safety promo

tional newsletter offered at Norplex. It__s~ould be noted,

however, that the survey portion of both pre and posttest

questionnaires were se~f-reported in nature. These data

are termed "self-reported", because a testing instrument

cannot be used to analyze its statistical significance with

__.another group. This method was used because the researcher

could not have collected this information any other way.

Each of the items included wi thin the questionnaire

were assigned a numerical value. This process was
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implemented to differentiate the data calculated from

individual and group mean scores. This procedure was also

used for entering data into a computer. The scale of value

ranged from: (1) "never" to (6) "almost always." The

numerical values were: "never" = 1, "rarely" = 2,

"occasionally" = 3, "often" = 4, "very often" = 5, and

"almost always" = 6. For those items asking for a response

of "yes" a numerical value of two was issued, and a value

of one was issued for a response of "no". Also, for

computation of data into computer, a value of zero was

given to each item that was unanswered by a subject and

left blank. k. zero for an unanswered question was used

.primarily for identification purposes and the numerator and

denominator in the calculation process for computating

data. This process was equally applied to all groups and

would not affect group mean scores.

Educational Process

After the health and safety related issued were identi-

fied, this researcher began writing the eight promotional

newsletters (see Appendix C) used for educating the

employees. The eight newsletters were titled "Lifestyle

Guidelines", and served as the treatment process. The logo

"Lifestyle Guidelines" appeared on the newsletters in large

red lettering, to help employees easily identify and become
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more familiar with its appearance. Each newsletter's

objective was to convey an educational mess,age correlating

with the identified health and safety issues established

earlier. For example, on the "Corporate Health and Safety

Promotion Questionnaire" under the category Exercise/

Fitness, these following statements were present: (1) "I

exercise vigorously for at least 15-20 minutes 3

times a week"; (2) "I maintain a desired weight, avoiding

overweight and underweight"; (3) "The best way to lose

weight is combining exercise with proper diet"; and (4) "I

walk or ride a bike whenever possible." These four state-

ments were then integrated into an article which appeared

in newsletter number two relating to exercise/fitness.

This method for establishing separate objectives for each

newsletter was carried out for all areas of health and

safety identified on the C.H.S.P.Q.. Resources relating

to each topic area were collected from outside sources and

articles for the newsletters were written from accumulated

information.

Each article found in "Lifestyle Guidelines" was

presented in an informational manner only. This researcher

made no direct request of any employee to change his/her

own personal lifestyle. This process was established in

in writing all material. found within the eight news

letters. "Lifestyle Guidelines" was written as a
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promotional, informational and educational newsletter

leaving any future employee lifestyle changes a personal

decision.

To attract an employees attention in reading the news

letters on a continual basis, these following techniques

were used in presenting information (see Appendix C).

1. The title "Lifestyle Guidelines" was always in large

red letters to help readers recognize the newsletters.

2. The color of print was always in black on white

paper. This was to make reading the newsletter easier

compared to using black ink on colored papers.

3. An assortment and variation in personal health and

safety articles were found in each issue.

4. Several self testing instruments were used.

5. A column appeared in each issue relating to on-the-job

safety.

6. Pictures, cartoons, and jokes were included in each

newsletter.

7. An invitation to write the editor concerning any areas

of health and safety was also included.

These methods of conveying written promotional messages

varied with each newsletter to prevent topic repetition,

which could possibly cause employees not to remain interested

in reading them.



Implementation

The C.H.S.P.Q. was administered to all f~ve groups

within the three Norplex settings. Employees were pre

tested two weeks before the first newsletter was issued.

The pretests were issued and returned during the work

period of the same day of testing by appointed administra

tive coordinators from Norplex. Employees were responsible

for returning the questionnaire to the appointed coordina

tors at the earliest convenience before the workday was

completed. Coordinators also collected each questionnaire

and returned them to the director of personnel at Norplex

in La Crosse. Through a written document (see App~ndix D),

it was explained to all personnel that the inventories were

being done as part of a study examining industrial health

and safety. Employee posttests were administered in the

same manner, one week after the last newsletter had been

issued. All five groups returned their pretests and

posttests to La Crosse by their inner corporate transit

system personnel.

The health and safety promotional segment consisted of

eight newsletters. These eight newsletters were indivi

dually written and prepared by this researcher in relation

to the health and safety areas mentioned on the "Corporate

Health and Safety Questionnaire", as stated earlier. The

eight newsletters were individually reviewed and corrected
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for errors by each of the three Thesis Conunittee members.

Any conunents initiated or suggested by Conuni,.ttee members

were then incorporated into the newsletter before final

copy and printing was done. Incorrect sentence structure,

incorrect spelling of words, punctuation, copy layout of

articles, and additional resource materials were examples

of constructive suggestions made by Conunittee members. The

accumulated expertise from Conunittee members aided this

researcher in making changes and developing a more meaning

ful and interesting newsletter.

After the newsletters were printed, this researcher then

collated them, and put into separate stacks the number needed

for each group. These were then personally delivered to Mr.

Barkey, Personnel Director at Norplex in La Crosse. He

assumed the responsibility of making certain each designated

coordinator received his/her group's newsletters. These

appointed coordinators issued all newsletters in conjunction

wi th each employee's payroll envelope for that period. Groups

I and IV received four bi-weekly newsletters and four monthly

newsletters. Group II received only the four monthly news

letters that were issued to the previous two groups. Also,

Groups III and V were to receive no newsletters or any

alternative health and safety promotional tool. Table 1

shows the breakdown of location, newsletters, and number of

employees in each group.
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Table 1
The Four Treatment Groups (I, II, IV, V, I and

One Control Group (III I

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V

Location

Newsletter

Employees

La Crosse La Crosse La Crosse Postville Franklin

Bi-weekly Monthly None Bi-weekly None

225 65 55 115 85

Statistical Treatment of Data

As questionnaires were returned, values for each item of

the identified sections were hand recorded. Values of

individual questions ranged from one to six. Seven of the

Lt.ems were answered by either "yes" or "no", and were given

values of two or one respectively. Also, there were numer-

ous possibilities for individual scores, depending upon the

number of items for which there were no responses at all.

Items left blank were assigned a value of zero for identifi-

cation and to eliminate possible error when entering data

into computer. Individual scores and group mean scores were

tabulated. The data was then analyzed at the Computer Center

of the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse.

Statistical methodology was selected based upon the

nature of the collected data and the necessary information

needed to accept or reject the null hypotheses. The final

statistical methodology was selected based on the following

variables and their overall affect to the study.
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1. Throughout the study this researcher remained

anonymous to all employees wi thin th~ three Norplex

settings. Direct contact relating to the study was

initiated only to Mr. Barkey, the Director of

Personnel, for distributing testing instruments and

newsletters. Anonymity was retained to prevent

possible bias due to employees knowledge of the

study and researcher.

2. Due to this researcher's anonymity and lack of

convenient accessibility to each setting for both

pretest and posttest questionnaires group mean

scores were calculated for statistical analysis,

because individual test scores were unknown.

After data was collected and recorded, mean values were

calculated for each subject group. Due to group means

being calculated and compared, a t-test analysis was chosen

for the testing instrument in this study. The data

collected under the above mentioned study circumstances was'

characteristic of that necessitating t-test analysis

because it was dependent, normally distributed, and had

variability between sample size.

A two-tailed, t-value, was used for Groups I and IV,

and when Groups III and V were compared at the p< .05

level. The two-tailed t-value was used because the



researcher could not positively predict the statistical

significance of direction within these two,. two-group

comparisons . The remaining eight, two-group comparisons,

used a one-tailed t-value, with a statistical significance

set at p< .05 level.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

In this chapter, data analysis is discussed to deter

mine if the experimental variable, "Lifestyle Guidelines",

an employee health and promotional newsletter, signifi

cantly affected selected employees attitudes, knowledge,

and personal behavior (habits) changes. Each hypothesis

with it's statistical data will be presented along with a

discussion of the significance or the findings. Also, a

discussion of the descriptive self-reported data from both

pre and posttest questionnaires will be presented.

Finding and Results

Hypotheses will be examined in order as stated in

Chapter I. The following results were found:

1. All first shift (Group I) employees at the

La Crosse Division of Norplex receiving bi-weekly news

letters will not have a significant mean change score value

on the C.H.S.P.Q. than employees at the La Crosse Division

of Norplex receiving monthly newsletters on second shift

(Group II). To determine a probable significance within

the two groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was used.
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The probability found in the Distribution of t-Probability

Table (Huntsberger, 1981), must be equal to or less than

the selected probability, P,5,.05.

Data analysis revealed a T-value of 2.72 with a

one-tailed Probability of .0033. This is significant at

P,5,.05, and thus the null hypothesis was rejected.

The difference between these two groups could possibly

be related to the additional information received by Group

I, in the eight bi-weekly newsletters, compared to only

four monthly newsletters issued to Group II. This also

possibly reveals that a bi-weekly newsletter has greater

direct impact for employees to recall past information.

2. Group I will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than employees at the La

Crosse Divison of Norplex receiving no newsletters on the

third shift (Group III). To determine a probable

significance within the two groups, a one-tailed, t-test

analysis was used.

Data analysis revealed a T-value of 2.84 with a

one-tailed Probability of .0023. This is signifcant at

P,5,.05, and thus the null hypothesis was rejected.

These results may be an indication that educating

employees needs to be a continual process in promoting

occupational health and safety. Group I did have a greater
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mean score than Group III, and this would seem to indicate

that the bi-weekly newsletters had ~ome effect on those

employees.

3. There will be no statistical significant difference

between Group I and employees at the Pos.tville Division of

Norplex receiving bi-weekly newsletters (Group IV) on the

C.H.S.P.O. To determine a probable significance within the

two groups, a two-tailed, t-test analysis was used.

Data analysis revealed a T-value of 2.65 with a

two-tailed Probability of .008. This is significant at the

p~. 05, and thus the null hypothesis was rejected.

A significant difference was calculated, but it must be

kept in mind that the sample sizes were quite different.

Group I had 271 returned questionnaires, and Group IV had

only 49 returned questionnaires. This could be somewhat

responsible for these results.

4. Group I will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.O. than all employees at the

Franklin Division of Norplex receiving no newsletters in

Group V. To determine a probable significance wi thin the

two groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was used.

Data analysis revealed a t-value of 4.43 with a

one-tailed Probability of .0000. This is significant at

p~. 05, and thus the null hypothesis was rejected.
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The earlier result for Groups I and III was very

similar in comparison. Both Groups III and V received no

newsletters and the data reveals that the absence of the

newsletters could have had some affect on these two groups

total mean scores.

5. Group II will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees in Group

III. To determine a probable significance within the two

groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was used.

Data analysis revealed a T-value of .36 with a

one-tailed Probability of .3596. This is not significant

at p~.05, and thus the null hypothesis was not rejected.

The researcher was not surprised that a significant

difference did not exist between these groups. During the

study it was very hard for appointed personnel at Norplex

to keep Group III from obtaining newsletters left behind by

workers in Groups I and II. This could have had an affect

on these results, a.Lonq with the possibility that employees

did not answer questionnaires honestly.

6. Group II will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees in Group

V. To determine a probable significance within the two

groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was used.
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Data analysis revealed a T-value of 1.10 with a one

tailed Probability of .1357. This ~s not significant at

P,5..05, and thus the null hypothesis was not rejected.

The researcher was very surprised to find no signifi

cance between these two groups. Especially when Group II

(La Crosse) received a monthly newsletter and Group V

(Franklin ) received no newsletter. Group II provided less

researcher control, than Group V, because employees could

have received extra newsletters from Group I.

7. There will be no statistical significant difference

between Group III and employees Ln Group V on the

C.H.S.P.Q. To' determine a probable significance within the

.two groups, a two-tailed, t-test analysis was used.

Data analysis revealed at t-value of .63 with a two-

tailed Probability of .2616. This is not significant at

the P,5..05, and thus the null hypothesis was not rejected.

The findings here could have gone either direction for

these two groups. Both received no newsletters, but again,

Group III could have been helped by reading those news

letters left behind by Groups I and II.

8. Group IV will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C.H.S.P.Q. than all employees in Group

II. To determine a probable significance within these two

groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was used.
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Data analysis revealed a T-value of -.48 with a

one-tailed Probability of .6843. ~is is not significant

at p~. 05, and thus the null hypothesis was not rejected.

Group IV received a bi-weekly newsletter, where Group

II received a monthly newsletter. The bi-weekly newsletter

did not have a greater impact on employee health and safety

promotion, compared to a monthly newsletter. Again, Group

II could have possibly benefited from receiving extra news

letters from Group I.

9. Group IV will not have a statistically significant

mean change score value on the C.H.S.P.O. than all employ-

ees in Group III. To determine a probable significance

within the two groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was

used.

Data analysis revealed a T-value of -.86 with a one

tailed Probability of .8048. This is not significant at

p~.05, and thus the null hypothesis was not rejected.

Group IV and Group III have no statistical significant

difference which could be related to lack of researcher

control. Group III could of received extra newsletters

from both Group I and II.

10. Group IV will not have a significant mean change

score value on the C. H. S. P . O. than all employees in Group

V. To determine a probable significance within the two

groups, a one-tailed, t-test analysis was used.
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Data analysis revealed a T-value of 1.80 with a

one-tailed Probability of .0359. This is significant at

P.$..05, and thus the null hypothesis was rejected.

These results are similar to those for Groups IV and

III, II and III, and II and V. The bi-weekly newsletter

seemed to have some affect on employees compared to not

receiving a newsletter at all.

Descriptive Responses - Pretest

On the C. H. S . P. Q. pretest questionnaire each employee

was asked to check with an "X" those areas of health and

safety that he/she would have an interest in learning more

about in the future. See Appendix E for a summary of those

self reported responses.

The "Corporate Health and Safety Promotion Question

naire" revealed that the five groups of employees. were

primarily interested in learning more about the following

areas of health and safety which are ranked by group

interest:

1. Methods of practicing stress management and

relaxation skills.

2. Getting started and choosing a fitness program.

3. How to prevent back pain and injury.

4. Learning exercises used to help or cure low back

pain.
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5. Knowing how to take one's pulse rate and what it

Also, employees volunteered personal comments in

relation to various health and safety related interests not

provided by the questionnaire. The following is a list of

those responses in order of interest, that employees

volunteered to additional health and safety topics:

1. Protection from toxic chemicals and fumes

2. The dangers in breathing glass cloth dust.

3. The dangers in breathing plastic and solvent fumes.

4. Lung disorders.

5. First Aid procedures - choking.

6. Sugar less drinks .

7. Diabetes.

8. Exercise for bad knees.

Descriptive Responses-Posttest

The "Corporate Health and Safety Promotion Question

naire" also requested employees to respond voluntarily to

personal health and safety related statements. These

statements and categories were developed by the researcher

before testing occurred. This portion of the survey in

cluded the following four separate categories.



Part I: Each employee in all five groups was asked to

respond (Yes or No) to the following statement on the

survey: "I would like to see Norplex' offer a permanent

health and safety newsletter for its employees". Table 2

provides a summary of those employees responding to this

question. Also, a percentage is included which relates to

each of the two possible answers.

Each of the five groups showed a favorable interest in

a health and safety newsletter being implemented at Nor

plex. The calculated group percentages ranged from 79% to

91% in favor of a newsletter.

Table 2
Percentage of Responses to Posttest Survey:
I rlould Like to See Norplex Offer a Permanent

Health and Safety Newsletter For it I s Employees.
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Group 1
La Crosse
Bi-weekly

Group II
La Crosse
Monthly

Group III
La Crosse
None

Group IV
Postville
Bi-weekly

Group V
Franklin
None

Yes/%

No/%

Total

91% (115) 83% (31) 85% (18) 90% (26) 79% (27)

9% (11) 18% (7) 14% (3) 10% (3) 21% (10)

126 38 21 29 37

Part II: Each employee was then asked to respond with

a Likert-type scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to

Strongly Agree. The numerical values ranged from

Strongly Disagree = one, to Strongly Agree = ten. The
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data collected in Tables 3, 4, and 5 show a total mean

score taken by adding all self-reported scores and divi

ding by total nwnber of employees in the three groups

responding to each of the three statements. The above

numerical values were applied to only the groups receiving

either a bi-weekly or monthly newsletter. This included

all employees in Groups I, II, and IV respectively.

The total nwnber of employees responding varies consi-

derably especially between Group I and the other two

groups. But, the results are somewhat similar and very

closely related. The self-reported scoring in new atti

tudes; ranges from a group mean of 6.76 to 7.45 reported in

group II. Employees in the three groups also had a self

reported group mean of 7.13 to 7.86 in gaining of new

knowledge in health and safety. And, in the self-reported

area of behavior (habits) changes made, group mean scores

ranged from 6.28 to 7.58 respectively.

Table 3

A Group Response to Posttest Survey: "Lifestyle
Guidelines", Has Helped Me Make Attitude Changes

in Areas of Health and Safety.

Group I Group II Group IV

Total of employees responding

Total of all scores reported

Total mean of all scores

126 38 29

884 283 196

7.02 7.45 6.76
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Table 4

A Group Response to Posttest Survey: "Lifestyle Guidelines". Has
Helped Me Gain New Knowledge in Various Areas' of Health and Safety.

Group I Group II Group IV

Total of employees responding

Total of all scores reported

'l'otal mean of all scores

126 38 29

899 299 228

7.13 7.68 7.86

Table 5

A Group Response to Posttest Survey.: "Lifestyle Guidelines", Has
Helped Me Gain New Behavior in Various Areas of Health and Safety.

Group I Group II Group IV

Total of employees responding

'rotal of all scores reported

Total mean of all scores

126 38 29

339 288 182

6.66 7.58 6.28

Part III: All employees in Groups I, II, and IV were asked

to voluntarily identify the number of newsletters read.

Appendix F shows these results and provides a calculated

percentage of employees reading "all" eight newsletters.

Group I (hi-weekly) reported 92% of its employees read

all eight newsletters. Group IV also received a hi-weekly

newsletter, and reported that.79% of its employees read
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each of the eight newsletters. Group II (monthly) reported

74% of the employees read the four newsletters issued to

its group. The researcher found it interesting that one

employee in Group II read six newsletters. This was

possibly attributed to the lack of control in keeping Group

II from reading newsletters issued to Group I.

Part IV: All employees in Groups I, II, and IV were next

asked to voluntarily self report any responses he/she had

relating to those newsletters read. The categories

developed for this area were developed and summarized by

the researcher after reading the responses in Appendix G

(Group I), Appendix H (Group II) and Appendix I (Group IV).

The researcher was surprised to see the total number of

employees that volunteered a response to this specific

section. The majority of responses were positive towards

the newsletters and the topics discussed.

Group I had a total of 35 employees respond that the

study was an excellent idea. Group I also had 23 employees

respond voluntarily that they learned a lot about health.

A variety of responses were reported from the three groups

with only a few being negative towards the study. A total

of six employees did volunteer an interest in an employee

program relating to this study.
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This discussion addresses the null-hypotheses results

and the descriptive analysis. The first section addresses

each of the five groups in the decision to reject or not

reject the null hypotheses. This is made possible by

comparing individual group mean scores and determining if a

significant difference was found between groups being

statistically analyzed. The results discussed here will

display the degree of impact the Lifestyle Guidelines

newsletter had on selected employees.

The second section of the results consists of a

discussion of two of- the four identified employee self

reported areas. The primary concern in this section will

be to determine if the Lifestyle Guidelines newsletter had

a positive effect on employees attitude, knowledge, and

personal behavior change.

Statistical analysis of the data indicated that

occupational health and safety messages via a newsletter

positively affected some employees. The following

two-group comparisons demonstrated these findings:

Employees in Group I and IV, where employees received a

bi-weekly newsletter, scored significantly higher on an

occupational health and safety questionnaire than employees

in Groups III and V, where employees received no news-

letters during the study.
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These results indicate that employees exposed to

treatment were positively affected from the reading

included in the newsletters. The researcher interpreted

this to mean that newsletters are a possible means for

conveying health and safety promotional messages to

employees. The researcher also 'noticed through data

analyses that possibly health and safety messages have a

stronger impact on employees when newsletters are received

bi-weekly.

Employees in Groups I and IV, receiving bi-weekly news-

letters, scored significantly higher on the C.H.S.P.Q. than

employees in G~OUp II, where employees received a monthly

newsletter. However, Group II did not score significantly

higher on the questionnaire than employees in Groups III

and V, where employees received no newsletters.

The researcher interpreted these results as indicating

that a bi-weekly newsletter, rather than a monthly news

letter, has a greater impact on employees to recall infor

mation in the future, because of the relatively short

period between messages. A monthly newsletter may be

similar to receiving no newsletter at all, because the time

between messages does not carry a great enough impact and

reinforcement period for the employee to absorb related

material.
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Group III and V did not have a statistical significant

difference which the researcher found of interest. The re-

searcher lacked control of Group III receiving newsletters

from Groups I and II. The statistical outcome between

Groups III and V, shows this was not a si~nificant problem.

In both the pre and posttest questionnaires employees

were asked to respond in a self-reported manner. This

procedure of self-reporting responses was implemented to

gather data that could not be accumulated any other way.

It does not have precedence over the previous findings, but

allowed the researcher to expand investigation wi thin the

study.

On the pretest questionnaire the majority of employees

showed an interest in learning more about these five

specific areas of occupational health and safety:

1. Methods of practicing stress management and re

laxation skills.

2. Getting started and choosing a fitness program that

is right.

3. How to prevent back pain and injury.

4. Learning exercises used to help or cure low back

pain.

5. Knowing how to take one's pulse rate and what it
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The area of lower back pain and prevention was a maj or

interest to this researcher because of the high rate of

incidence among the employees. This researcher suggested

that employees were aware of the problem and wanted to

learn more about the prevention and care of their backs.

This researcher interpreted these findings along with the

employee interest in stress management, physical fitness,

and blood pressure as an indication that a health and

safety promotional program could be of value to employees

in all five groups.

In Part I of the "Corporate Health and Safety Promotion

Questionnaire" a majority of the employees in the three

experimental groups conveyed an interest for a health and

safety newsletter to be implemented within these three

Norplex settings. The self-reported interest of these

groups had a noticeable range from 82% to 91% in favor of

the newsletter. Groups III and IV, where employees

received no newsletter, .also showed an interest in a health

and safety newsletter with mean scores of 79% to 86%. This

is possibly due to employees having a personal need or

interest in their personal health and safety. Also, within

the LaCrosse setting, copies of Lifestvle~ may

have been left behind by Groups I and II, initiating an

interest among employees in Group III.
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Part II of the self-reported survey included within the

"corpcrat.e Health and Safety Promotion Questionnaire tl

showed comparable group scores in the' areas relating to

employees personal attitudes, knowledge, and behavior

changes initiated from reading the newsletters. Group I,

II, and IV, the three treatment groups, showed a personal

attitudinal self-reported mean range from 6.76 to 7.45. A

numerical value of ten was the highest possible score that

could be chosen.

These same three groups also had significant self

reported mean scores in the areas of knowledge and positive

behavior changes. With ten being the highest possible

individual score, these groups had a mean range of 6. 28 to

7.58, was self-reported in relation to these employees

making positive personal behavior changes. Groups III and

V did not respond to this portion of the survey because

they did not receive the newsletters, and were asked not to

respond.

The overall results of these data indicate that

employees appear to be positively affected from reading

newsletters conveying occupational health and safety

material. Also, a neWSletter, when presented properly can

be used to possibly motivate an employee in altering

his/her personal lifestyle.

zLzz:i



CHAPTER V

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, MID RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

In an attempt to ascertain the degree to which employ

ees are interested in their personal well-being, this study

was designed to determine if an occupational health and

safety promotional newsletter could affect an employee's

attitude, knowledge and behavior towards his/her present

beliefs. Based upon the research effort, this chapter will

include conclusions and reconunendations from the findings.

Findings

Results of the pre and posttest change scores on the

"Corporate Health and Safety Promotion Questionnaire"

revealed that:

1. The mean scores of those employees receiving

bi-weekly or monthly newsletters were signifi

cantly greater on the posttest than pretest

questionnaire.

2. The employees that received a bi-weekly newsletter

had a statistically significant (p~.05) group mean

score in comparison with employees receiving monthly

newsletters, or no newsletters.

58
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3. The employees that received a monthly newsletter had

only a statistically significant (P,5..05) group mean

score in comparison with employees receiving no

newsletters.

In addition, employees expressed interest in having

more health and safety information. The findings also

revealed that those employees receiving newsletters shared

favorable growth in attitude, knowledge and personal

behavior changes based on posttest group analysis. The

majority of employees surveyed in the five groups were in

favor of having a health and safety newsletter implemented

at Norplex.

Conclusions

Printed mass media in the form of a newsletter was

found to be more effective in educating employees when

distributed on a consistent and continual basis. This was

found to be true when comparing the group mean scores of

those employees receiving bi-weekly newsletters to

employees receiving monthly or no newsletters. It appears

that the newsletters and the total number of newsletters

received, had some affect on the employees' changes.

The newsletters also stimulated requests for additional

health and safety related information. This was very

evident by the total number of employee responses to the
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descriptive survey section on both pre and posttest

questionnaires.

Norplex's health and safety concern of lower back pain

and injury prevention was also requested by the employees

on the pre and posttest descriptive responses.

The posttest questionnaire included an additional

descriptive response section, not included on the pretest

questionnaire. Employee's were surveyed for attitude,

knowledge and personal behavior changes they experienced

since receiving the newsletters. The researcher feels

these favorable group mean scores were stimulated by the

newsletters because the messages conveyed in each

newsletter helped employees make an assessment of their

present lifestyle and aided them in initiating changes.

Recommendations

Based on the findings and conclusions from this re

search, the following recommendations are suggested.

1. A replication of this study, involving other types

of mass media applications, would be helpful in

evaluating which method or combinations of mass

media are most effective for occupational health and

safety promotion.

2. A replication of this study, and enhanced one-to-one

contact with all appointed/selected coordinators
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would assist in ascertaining the acceptance level by

employees.

3. A replication of this study, to assess the impact of

newsletters and a health and safety promotional

program initiated during the same period. For

example: a lower back pain and prevention program

including both newsletters and an on-the-job promo

tion program.

4. The researcher recommends having newsletter devel

opment and implementation with an identified em

ployee in the Norplex setting. This would possibly

give the employees someone to identify with.

5. The "Corporate Health and Safety Promotion Question

naire" should be tested in another study to see if

it is valid as a testing instrument.

6. This researcher received both personal gratifica

tion and positive reinforcement towards the results

of this study, when the maj ority of employees

surveyed in the five groups requested a health and

safety newsletter be initiated at Norplex.

In summary, the benefits of an occupational health and

safety newsletter for employees cannot be completely con

clusive from this study. The study did exhibit that

employee interest definitely exists within the Norplex

settings. This was evident from the descriptive responses

volunteered by employees on the posttest questionnaire.
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The study also found those employees receiving bi

weekly and monthly newsletters reported higher mean scores

on the posttest questionnaire than employees not receiving

any newsletters. The researcher views these results

suggesting employees benefited from receiving newsletters

on a bi-weekly period, compared to being distributed over a

greater interval of time.

The researcher found this study to be an educational

experience, and hopefully the employees within the five

Norplex settings share this same feeling. Without their

full support and interest this study would not have been

completed.
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LIFESTYLE GUIDELINES
Health/Safety

This lifestyle survey is being conducted as a thesis project in Occupatiof\1I1 Health/Safety at UW·La Crosse. La
rosse, Wisconsin. It will only take a few minutes of your time and all answers will remain anonymous. Respond to these
festyle statements using the follOWing choices and circle the most correct answer.

A. Never
B. Rarely
C. Occasionally
D. Often
E. Very Often
F. Almost Always
t. Yes
2. No

After completing this survey, return immediately to your personnel director, supervisor, or foremen. Thank you for
)ur cooperation, your input is very important and highly appreciated.

ICERCISE/FITNESS

I exercise vigorously for at least t 5-20 minutes 3 or more times a week.
I maintain a desired weight. avoiding overweight and underweight.
The best way to lose weight is combining exercise with proper diet.
I walk or ride a bike whenever possible.

iJTRITION

~
AIIELY

OCCASIONALLY

~
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

I eat a variety of foods each day (such as fruits and vegetables. milk groups, breads and cereals. ABC 0 E F
meat, fowl. fish or vegetable protein).
I eat a minimum of 3 meals daily. ABC D E F
I avoid eating too much sugar and salt. especially snacks of candy, coated cereals, soft drinks and ABC D E F
salted foods.
I read and understand the labels for the ingredients of foods. ABC 0 E F

GARETTE SMOKING

I smoke only low tar and nicotine cigarettes or I smoke a pipe or cigar.
I smoke (cigarettes. cigars. pipe) when I feel uncomfonable or upset about something.
Smoking (cigarettes. cigars. pipe) has been associated with hean attacks. high blood pressure,
and lung cancer.
I smoke (cigarettes. cigars. pipe) to perk me up.

•COHOL AND DRUGS

I drink to escape from worries and troubles at home or work.
When giving a party. I make sure my guests have plenty of alcoholic beverages to drink.
To escape from worries or trouble I look to drugs (marijuana, berbituates, tranquilizers, etc),
other than alcohol.
You cannot become an alcoholic just drinking beer.
People who drink too much usually have problems at home or work, because of their drinking.

ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

ABCDEF

ABCDEF
ABCDEF
A B' C D E F

ABCDEF
t. yes 2. no
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STRESS CONTROL

1. I recognize early. and prepare for events or situations likely to be stressful for me.
2. When I am depressed, I know how to change the feeling.
3. . Stress can lead to high blood pressure. heart disease, ulce~ and alcoholism.
4. Stress is only harmful to you and cannot really be good for one's health.

PERSONAL HEALTH

1. I worry about my health.
3. I have my blood pressure checked.
4. I take my heart rate daily.
5. I brush my teeth at least twice a day and also floss them regularly.
6. If I have high blood pressure. it cannot be controlled.
7. Poor dietary habits. stress, and weight gain have nothing to do with having

high biood pressure.
8. I know how to check my own heart rate.

PERSONAL SAFETY

1. If I see a safety hazard. I will attempt to warn others or correct the problem.
2. I wear a seat belt while riding in a car.
3. I avoid driving while using alcohol and other drugs.
4. If heavy lifting is an important part of your job then answer the following Questions:

a. At work. I use proper lifting techniques to avoid injury.
b. Due to a low back injury, I do exercises to help the injury.
c. I stand with one foot raised. propped up on a stool or take a short walk to release pressure

on my back when sore.
d. When lifting. I straddle the load. keep back straight. and bend knees.
e. Overweight people are likely candidates for back injury.

ABC D E
ABC 0 I

1. yes 2.
1. yes 2.

ABC D E
ABC 0 E
ABC D E
ABC 0 E

1. yes 2.

1. yes 2.
1. yes 2.

ABC 0 E
ABC D E
ABC D E
ABC 0 E
ABC D E
ABC· D E

ABC D E
ABC 0 E

1. yes 2. I

Check with an "X" any of the following areas of health and safety that you have an interest in learning more abo

In response to your selection we will try to provide more information.

_ Getting started and choosing a fitness program that is right for me.

_ Knowing how to take my own pulse rate and what it means.

_ Methods of practicing stress management and relaxation skills.

_ How to go about contacting someone for help in relation to alcoholism.

____ Participating in a group to eventually stop smoking.

_ How to be a good host/hostess when entertaining guests.

_ Preparing non-alcoholic drinks.

_ Help in reading ingredient labels on products for their nutritional value.

_ How to prevent back pain and injury.

_ Learning exercises used to help or curl! low back pain.

_ Any other health or safety interests (please state): _

Now that you have finished the Lit8$ly/e survey,
please return immediately to those appointed Individuals within your workplace.

Thank you very much for your time.
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LIFESTYLE· GUIDELINE·S
Health/Safety

, This lifestyle survey is being conducted as a thesis project in Occupational Health/Safety at UW-La Crosse. La
rosse. Wisconsin. It will only take a few minutes of your time and all answers will remain anonymous. Respond tothese
festyle statements using the following choices and circle the most correct answer.

A. Never
B. Rarely
C. Occasionally
D. Often
E. Very Often
F. Almost Always
1. Yes
2. No

After completing this survey. return immediately to your personnel director, supervisor. or foremen. Thank you for
)ur cooperation. your input is very imponant and highly appreciated.

XERCISE /FITNESS

I exercise vigorousfy for at least 15-20 minutes 3 or more times a week.
· I maintain a desired weight. avoiding overweight and underweight.
· The best way to lose weight is combining exercise with proper diet.
· I walk or ride a bike whenever possible.

UTRITION

~
AIIILY

~.
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

I eat a variety of foods each day (such as fruits and vegetables. milk groups. breads and cereals. ABC D E F
meat. fowl. fish or vegetable protem].
I eat a minimum of 3 meals daily. ABC D E F
I avoid eating too much sugar and salt. especially snacks of candy. coated cereals. soft drinks and ABC D E F
salted foods.
I read and understand the labels for the ingredients of foods. ABC D E F

IGARETIe SMOKING

I smoke only low tar and nicotine cigarettes or I smoke a pipe or cigar.
· I smoke (cigarettes. cigars. pipel when I feel uncomfonable or upset about something.
· Smoking (cigarettes. cigars. pipe) has been associated ~ith hean attacks. high blood pressure.

and lung cancer.
· I smoke (cigarettes. cigars. pipe) to perk me up.

lCOHOl AND DRUGS

I drink to escape from worries and troubles at home or work.
When giving a party, I make sure my guests have plenty of alcoholic beverages to drink.
To escape from worries or trouble I look to drugs (marijuana. berbituates. tranquilizers. etc),
other than alcohol.
You cannot become an atconene just drinking beer.
People who drink too much usually have problems at home or work. because of their drinking.

ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

ABCDEF

ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

ABCDEF
1. yes 2. no



I l.r/OULD LIKE TO SEE flJORPLEX OFFER A PERr4AflJENT HEALTH
AND SAFETY NEWSLETTER FOR ITS EMPLOYEES.

1. YES 2. NO

STRESS CONTROL

1. I recognize early. and prepare for events or situations likely to be stressful for me.
2. When I am depressed. I know how to change the feeling.
3. Stress can lead to high blood pressure. heart disease. ulce(S and alcoholism.
4. Stress is only harmful to you and cannot really be good for one's health.

ABC D I
ABC D I

1. yes 2.
1. yes 2.

PERSONAL HEALTH

1. I worry about my health.
3. I have my blood pressure checked.
4. I take my heart rate daily.
5. I brush my teeth at least twice a day and also floss them regularly.
6. If I have high blood pressure. it cannot be controlled.
7. Poor dietary habits. stress. and weight gain have nothing to do with having

high blood pressure.
S I know how to check my own heart rate.

ABC D I
ABC D I
ABC D I
ABC D I

1. yes 2.

1. yes 2.
1. yes 2.

PERSONAL SAFETY

1. If I see a safety hazard. I will attempt to warn others or correct the problem.
2. I wear a seat belt while riding in a car.
3. I avoid driving while using alcohol and other drugs.
4. If heavy lifting is an important part of your job then answer the following questions:

a. At work. I use proper lifting techniques to avoid injury.
b. Due to a low back injury. I do exercises to help the injury.
c. I stand with one foot raised. propped up on a stool or take a short walk to release pressure

on my back when sore.
d. When lifting. I straddle the load. keep back straight. and bend knees.
e. Overweight people are likely candidates for back injury.

ABC D I
ABC D I
ABC D I
ABC D I
ABC D I
ABC D I

ABC D I
ABC D· I

1. yes 2.

The follo\'linrr information should only be answer-ed by those emoloyeE
that have received the newsletter, Lifestvle Guidelines. Please circle
one of the f'o Ll owf nrt responses.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

STRONGLY STROJITGLY
DISAGREE AGREE

1. Lifestyle r;uidelines, has heLned me make --1-2-3 4 5 6 7 ~O
atti tuae chanze s in various areas of heal th
~ty.

2. Lifestyle' Guidelines, has hel"ed me gain
new knot...led~e in various areas on hel th
and~

3. Lifestyle Guidelines, has helned me make
nenavt or-f nabd ts )chanl2es i.n various areas
of1ie"ifEh and safety. .

I did not
enjoy this
newsletter •••

I did en,joy
thIS"newsletter
because •••••

Below, check the newsletter(s)'
that you read.

1. YOUR HF.ALTII;,TYLE ~-----
2. -FITf\lESS~. -+ _
~: ~b~E~i7.~n;::-;-;v~Ot;;;IR::"'""";";'HE~A~R:;;:"T--------------I------
5. -RF.LAXATIOf\T TRAI1'TI1'IG
I). -NUTRITIOf\l ~------------+-----
7.-SECOFnHAr;:;;m~S;'O':r.lO::;;K;;::E--------------+------
a -HIGH T3LOOD PRESSURE
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LIVE rna I.I:E: ~ EPDEMIa.CGIC\L :.v~
CFA~EEX...~PlOOl'laI~

0Jr0...is S. Wi..U:m-. ~.O.
Joi':nscn' JoIzual

NewBr~. New Je::My

ConUol 0].
Group

screened ..
,of~W

===U1~~=tOf~~A
~'4r••it.'lernot~orineliqi:)le
for eo.,.study ae: l:lUe.l~""

~ 0].. 02, and 0] oosertati~ or
Health SCreens oocur at ywuly U\tervals.
~, for the trUOlentgroupc.'leO].3ea.leh
SCreen occurred before the t..."VE :oR un:
Progrlllllbegan. ~02l!ealt.')sc:eenOCC'~sll

year iM.o the Progrlllll. and the OJ!lealeh
SC:een Ukes pla::e at to'le end of the second
~arof t.'1e?rogUlIl. Silllil.ulyspaced!lUleh
SCreens in the aDsence of:...,. LIVE::oR u..~

Progr_ar.. planned~ort."le=uolsites.

!tlel'OD.llation

At baseline. t.'le I:CUCDe!'lt~roup eonsisted of
lI;iPCoxiIIIiltely 2.100 "!IIIployeu lit four (4)
JobMcn' Jal'InscIn faciliues. MId ~ cent:ol
qroupCClnSistedof~roxiJllately2,OOO

~ at five (5) adcIi.donal Johnson ,
JoMson CQII:llUIies. All c:reaClll!nl: and cenuol
q~ are ~ted in the same ~rapnical
reqiCln(cenealNew;;er5e'!wnortneasc:e=::
PennSYlvania).

AS of July 1. :980. t.'le di.str1.bution of the
initialstudy~le'::1y~lpecfplantwas<:s

follows:

~ ~

1,006 1,440

--ill
2,012:,139

.. ---------
Ccnuol 0

Group

~O's ~efer to ob5erVlItiCll"oS or aealehscreens
.3I'lc! to'le X :ecresenes the interventicn or LJ.-vE
roat.:n: Pre9rlllll. ':'!1eha=ed.lille irldit;ates
:''latt.'le;roupsarenot~andcmi%ed. ~.tne

trUClll!tlt ;roup ~egresenes ~ caa;:arues -.mere
:..'le LJ.iI!i1:laU:"'E?ro;rlllll_ introduced trOll
3eptllll:ler. 1979, ':0 May, 1980. ~ centrol=:c:c:.~~~;:s ~ehcneno::~tiCln
healt.~ and li!ec"Jle intormatiCln to
;:artiC:.;llllles.

~

tdeAlly. a :ardaDized "respective cen1:..PQlled
t:ial of t.'le LIVE rnaun: Pro;r&1l'oOW.d be the
:lXlSt:cnvincinc;c:eseofc.'leinc:erventicn. !'Or
anlmCerof:eascns.c.'li.sces1qnwasnot
?Jssi.ble. 'Ihe!I us:l.l'l9 an educ3.ticna.l carapaiqn
ar.d facilities for lifestyle iJD9rovem=nt over
an entire ute or fac':Oty, one cannot keep

~~~:;~~=~.:i.~~cn.
~as.siqnnenc:of~sitesa.lsoprovecl

:'~SSil:lle.

rnseeac,."qua.si-expe:1JII!nW":esearcn

~~~=:ua~=.anci~~:oR
:...--n:Progrilllliseva.luated~in;what

':3IllpOell anci Stanley (1) temaNOn-equivalent
C~ntrol ::;roups DeSign. as described be.low:

'!'rutment
GrOUP

A t:WO year epidelllio1o;ical Study is in progress
:0 eva.luaea:he Jonn:scn, Jotlnscn LIVE:roR un:
?rogr.... c:a::prenensivellealehprQllQticn
~ffor~. In LIVE: !OR ur.:. All ~JftS have
c.'leop;lOrtllnity:opar-..ieipateatthe
'oClrksetl:in;insuc:nhe&lt.'1~tprogr_

as exercUe, SlIDCin; :essadon. suess
:DaN9enent, nuuition, and .... iqtlt cenuol. At
:;''lesameei:De.V'OluntaryemployeetasJcforc:es
are assi;ned res;x:Jf\Sibilityfor creaeiz); a woCk
envi.rorlmellc: whic."1 s:ppores p:lsitive beAleh

~~~~;:;es~ ~~~ise
:ae:ilic:ies,Lowercaloriefoocisint.'le
::a!e':eriaa:'ldve!'ldin9I1llldti:les.desic;nated
:lon-ilICiting areAS, convenient .... ignc: sc:ales,
~'"ldconsi.stent"rogrlllll~ity.



satisfaction With
Grcwt.'10pp0rt:.lnities

1 •• SiCJftiticant at the 5' level.
"·Siqn.i.ficantat::''1eUle~.

'I1'le very preli.'IIinary bueli."'le-one "feU
~isondataavailacleat::'''lis?Oint
suon;ly Sl.:ppOrts ':.'1e ccntention ':.'1&t to" LIVE:
roR LX:!: Pro;ran is capaDle of ac:lievinq
siCJftificantand:nHninr;f:.U.ilIIprOYelllC1tsi."1::'':e
health and lifes~/les of ';Ol".nscn , Jonnsan
SIployees. 'I1'le findinqs are eonsisten1: across
to.. range of core pro;ram areas. .ut.~n

t."leSe prelilllinary results are 'IU'/ en::::lUCaqinq,
full Qcco.meneation of t.'le tot3l susUine:l

=:t~~~ ~~ye"'~:~:~ fo.lll
stlJdyi.-,alidl982.

~elilllir.ary WOrk is also un:!erway to measure
:.-.e c:ost-oenefit of ::..... Proqralll. Sinee .Johnson

.• .;onnson is sP-U-insured for i:.l:'less care
COSts. V'l'fd'Anges in:'''lUllIICerordollar
amount of illness care elaiJIIs at~i.butaOle to 4
?Osi~ive heal::.'1 ;:roqrana are of ~ide~aDle

inter~tlSa:neasureofPrcqr.. oenef],t.
Oto"'ler potential ::.nefi:: :aeasurH ir.clude
acsent....islI. ~r raas, -=cident races,
and • tlOst of~ an: :MNI9-t attitudes
:award ':.--.l.ves, ':."leir work. and one
AnOt."'ler. It is felt t.'1at :.'Us 15 ?iex-cinq
worlCinanarea_repotential=-nefits~

~ ::l~iC'.1l:' :.:l measure wit.'1 exist:ng S!:'SUIIIS
and:aet:lOC!s.

SlnDling Proceclures

Bult/l and li!e51:yle _asures are collected Q'l
all ~loyees who ?artic:ipaee in the UVE roR
I.IF!:!!eaJ.l:h Screen at oasellne, and yeu one
and 1:""'0. 'Jariacles illclude biODetr1c (e.g.,
blOOd lip~, olood pressure, ooay !at, ...iqht
Itll:i esti.'l:ated :DalUJlUII QXY9en uptakel,
~(e.g.,snoKinq,a.1e'onoluse,
pny5lcal ~ivity, nutritiQ'l practices,
coronary prnne :lehavior pateern), and

:~~~n:n~;~(:~~:=~:u c.in;,
relations, organizational call1it:llent, job
invol~t).W!!lllployeesat:hetreat::nent
and =1::01 ~ies are actively enc:curaqed
t:l?artic:ipate. ~pr1l11llr'l~fOCl.lSisQ'l
t.'le cohort of en:playees in the treat::nent and
control siees who partic:ipaee in the Health
Screen at baseline and at year two. This
cohert will Steadily shrink in size over the
::''''0 year evaluation period dLle to an estimated
lS percent eIl;lloyee =ncver rate and an
estimated 70 percent Health Screen recaptUre
rate. :ross-sectional CCIICarisons are also
planned, especially for maMc;ement use.

anployees at trut::nent and centrol sites who
aid not par::icipaee in the sealth Screen ...re
2siqna::ed as nonre~ers. A nonresponaent
sampl.irq 2t.'lOdologywas developed and exec:uted
'::Tf.ResearchTriangleInstitueeIRrI). 'I1'le
pu..;:ose was to make possible ~isons across

. ~r~OV:: ~f~J~~'~~~;:W-"

?reli:lli.-,aryresultsor:t.'1ecohcrtofen:ployees
attendin; txlto'1 :.-.. 2seline 3nd year one Heal-t."l
s.:re1n(excludin;onetreaClll!llt~since

~~:l~~:a~een~~~ :: very
~iti:'lg. ~~iCenc:eclearllSU9geStsl:Mt

E~~~fsr~~~~=:F:S:e5~/le
are!lSaddressed~:"""'::F"'....R:""~:

':hanqe
3aselir..e - cne~'!ar

... eaCEnt. _:n:.:o.
~a.l.':.-, 5c=~'1 ~=.:.re ~ ~

"'ecooie :3J.ories 43\ ..~ 6\
I!':g/,.;eelC

3lno1<i=Cessauon

StressMa!laQwD!nt

GenlUal·weu 8ein;

'With E:leYated BlocxI
Pressure ( ~ 140/90)

El=lovee Attitudes

se.1.!-llepOrted
SidcDsyll ,

satisf~..iQ'lWith

Ioi:lrkinq Conditions

satisfaction With
Personal RieJ.ations
At WOrk

Abllity to 8lIndle
Job Strain

Job ImrolV8l81t

CClllllit:llent to the
Clrqaniution

Job self-Ese-

2'

• 14\
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\ C:.:rrent $IIlOICe:s , QInl:tlell ~... anci St3nl..... C

.. rt$~~~~~2~'"
Note: From the Johnson & Johnson. "Live for Life" Program by l.C. Arnold. 1981.

Reprinted by permission in 1982.
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LIFESTYLE GUIDELINES
Health/Safety

Volume 1, No. 1 December 1~f31

CAUTION: Each day we seem to live bv the word CAUTIOP.
It's ~ature to ~ant to protect our-se Lve s , Take everyday
drivinp; for an example. While approaching an intersection we
slow down, look both ways and when we are sure the cr-cs s i ng is
clear, we will go. Or, now since winter is here, we are extra
careful wi th our speed,

stopninp, times,
available visibility, and,
overall car handlinp.; in p;eneral.

rJobody wants to take unnecessary risks on the road. I t is easy
to see how everyday precautions allow us to live safely •

.Like drivinp;, our daily health practices should be treated
wi th the same amount of caution. Just as the we at.he r- and traffic

. sip;nals p;ive us warninp.;s to drive with more caution, so do our
bodies and minds p;i ve us signals for maintaini nz our heal th:

chest pains. .
headache,
stomach ailments,
backache, and,
hip;h blood pressure, are only a few of those si?,nals.

If we continually fail to yield the right away, the chances
of staying alive on the road are slim. Likewise, if we continue
to i~nore the body's warning signals we run the same risk. All
of us want Rood heal th. But, many of us do not know how to be as
heal thy as we can be. You may be surprised by the everyday changes,
you can make for a SAFE Af\lD HEALTHY LIFESTYLE. You have to work
at it.

To begin, you are encouraged to complete the followin~ life
style evaluation. It will p;ive you a start in identifinp; those
safety and health risks that could be harmful to your present and
future lifestyle. This is f\lOT a test. But, the fe\., minutes you
take to complete it may helPyouadd years to your life. All 1n
all, it may help you bep;in to change your present lifestyle, so
that you can feel better, look better, and live longer too. Also,
share this self assessment with vour- family and see how they score.



, ..-------~
.,.- ....... ~ ", <110'<110

h~~D a self-test

Smoking Sco~: _

Cittlr~tI~ Smokint
Ifyou~,enterascoreoflOfor
this section and go 10 the next section on
Alcohol and Drugs.

I. I avoid smoking cigaRltes.
2. I smoke only low twand nicotineciga
rettesorlsmokeapipeoccigars. 2 I 0

uuciu/Fitnns
I. I maintain a desired weight. avoiding
overweighI and underweight.
2.ldovigorousexercisesforI5·30minules
at least 3 limes a week (examples include
running. swimming. brisk walking).
3. I do exercises lhal enhance my muscle
lone for 15·30 minutes at least 3 limesa week
(examples include yoga and calisthenics).
4. I use pan of my leisure lime panicipar
inginindividual.family,orleamactivilies
lhat increase my level of fitness (such as
gardening, bowling. golf. and baseball).

~1~~
~~cf't#

3 I 0

Alcohol and Drufs

I. 1avoid drinking alcoholic beveraaes 01'1
drink no more than I or 2 drinks a day. .. I 0
2.1 avoid using alcohol orotherdrup
(especially illegal dru,s) as a wayofJlaA-
dling stressful situations or the problems in
my life. 2 I 0
3. I am careful not to drink alcohol when
taking certain medicines (for example.
medicine for sleeping. pain. colds, and
allergies). or when pregnant. 2 I 0

4. I read and follow the label directions
when using prescribed and over-the-counter
drugs. 2 I 0

Aicollllland Drugs Sco~: _

EGlint HlJbits

I. I eat a variety of foods each day, such as
fruits and vegetables. whole grain breads
and cereals, lean meals. dairy products. dry
peas and beans. and nuts and seeds.
2. I limit the amount of fat. saturated fat,
and cholesterol I eat (including fat on
meats, eggs. butter, cream. shortenings,
and organ meals such as liver). 2 I 0

3. I limit the amount of salt I eat by cook-
ing with only small amounts. not adding
sail at the table, and avoiding salty snacks. 2 I 0
4. I avoid eating too much sugar (especially
frequenlsnacksofstickycandyorsoft
drinks). 2 I 0

Eating Habits Sco~: _

Exen:ise/Fil.essScO~: _

StrasControl

I. I haveajob or do other work that I enjoy.

2. 1 findil easy 10 relax and expressmy feel-
ingsfreely. 2 I 0
3. ·1recognize early, and prepare for,evems
or situanons likely to be stressful for me. 2 I 0
4. I have close friends, relatives, or others
whom I can talk to about personal matters
and calion for help when needed.
5. I participate in group activities (such as
church and community organizations) or
hobbies that I enjoy.

Stress Conlrol Sco~: _

StJf~ty

I. I wear a seal belt while riding in a car. 2 I 0
2. I avoid driving while under the influence
of alcohol and other drugs. 2 I 0

3. I obey traffic rules and the speed limit
when driving.

4. I am careful when using potentially
harmful products or substances (such as
household cleaners, poisons. and electrical
devices). 2 I 0
S.lavoidsmokinginbed. 2 I 0

Safety Score: _
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What Your Scores Mean to YOU
a-of9 •• dIO

Excellm.! Your answers show .hat you are aware of the importance of
IIisarea 10 your health, More important. you arepuuing your knowledge
~ ...ork for you by practicing good health habits. As long as youcon.inue
~ do so. this area should not pose a serious health risk. It's likely .hal you
re sening an example for your family and friends to follow. Since you lOt
v~ry high lest score on this part of the test, you may want to consider

therarcas where your scores indicate room (or improvement.

coresof6101
Your health practices in this area arc good. bur there is room for im

revemenr. Look again at the items you answered with a "Sometimes" or
Almost Never:' Wha. changes can you make 10 improve your score? Even
small change can of len help you achieve better health.

Sroresof3105
Your health risks arc showin,! Would you like more information

aboulthe.isks you are facin, and aboul why it is important for you to
change these behaviors, Perhaps you need help in dccidinc how to success
fullymakethechan,csyoudesire.lneilhercasc.helpisavailable.

ScorcsofOlol
Obviously, you were concerned enough aboul your health.otake.he

rest, but youranswersshow'hal you may be taking serious and unnecessary
risks with your health. Perhapsyouarenolaware of ihe risks and what to
doaboullhem.Youcaneasilyge'lheinformalionandhelpyoun«d1oim·
prove. if you wish. The next step is up.oyou.

lUCan Start Right Now!
in lhe test you jusl completed were numerous suggcstions 10help you reduce your risk of di";'se and premature dealh. Here are some of.he most significanl:

~
h Avoid cigar'ttls. Cigarette

smoking is the single most imBi port ant preventable cause of
illness and early death. It is
especially risky for pregnant

nen and their unborn babies. Persons
) stop smoking reduce their risk of get
Iheart disease and cancer. So if you're a
uene smoker, think twice about lighting
t next cigarette. If you choose to eon
Ie smoking, trydccreasing the number
:igarettes you smoke and switching to a
tar and nicotine brand.

if
Follow s,nsibl, drinking

.-.- hablts, Alcohol produces
!ij changes in mood and behavior.
::l Most people who drink are

able to control their intake of
lhol and to avoid undesired. and often
mful, effects. Heavy, regular use of
lhol can lead to cirrhosis of the liver. a
ling cause of death. Also. statistics
Irlyshow that mixing drinking and driv
is often the cause of fatal or crippling
idents. So if you drink. do it wiselyand
lIOderation. Us, carl in taking drugs.
;ay's greater usc of drugs-both legal

illegal-is one of our most serious
Ithrisks.Evensomedrugsprescribcdby
rdoctoreanbedangerousiflakenwhen
Iking alcohol or before driving. Exees·
orconlinueduseoftranquilizers(or

"pcppills")cancausephysicalandmentaI
problems. Using or experimemmg wuh illi
cit drugs such as marijuana, heroin, \=0
caine, and PCP may lead to a number of
damaging effects or even death.

O
EIlt Slnsibly. Overweight indi
viduals arc at grealer risk for
diabetes,gallbladderdisease.
and high blood pressure. So it
makes good sense 10 maintain

proper weight. But good eating habits also
mean holding down the amount of fat
(espcciallysaturatedfat),cholesterol,sugar
and salt in your diet. If you must snack,try
nibbling on fresh fruilsand vegetables.
You'Ufeclbelter-andlookbelter,too.

O
Exercise ,~gula,ly. Almost

• everyone can benefit from
exercise-and there's some
form of exercise almost
everyone can do. (If you have

any doubt. check first with your doctor.)
Usually. as little as IS-30 minutes of
vigorous exercise three limes a week will
help you have a hcalthier heart. eliminate
excess weight. tone up sagging muscles, and
sleep better. Think how much difference all
these improvements could make in the way
you feel!

C)
L",rn tohandllstrns. Stress is
a normal part of living; every
one faces it to some degree.
The causes of stress can be
good or bad. desirable or unde

sirable (such as a promotion on the job or
the loss of a spouse). Properly handled,
stress need not be a problem. But unhealthy
responses to stress-such as driving too fast
or erraticallY, drinking too much, or pro
longed anger or grief-can cause a variety
of physical and mental problems. Even on a
very busy day. find a few minutes to slow
down and relax. Talking over a problem
with someone you trust can often help you
find a satisfaClory solution. Learn todistin
guish betweenthings thai arc "worth fighting
about" and things that arc less important.

(i ~saf=:'t~rs~?ns~~O~~m~~i:~
work. at school, at play, and
on the highway. Buckle seat
belts and obey traffic rules.

Keep poisons and weapons out of the reach
of' children, and keep emergency numbers
by your telephone. When the unexpected
happcns. you'll be prepared.



"HOW DID YOU SCORE?"
"HOW DID YOUR FAMILY SCORE?"

Now that you know how well or: not so well: you are dod ng ,
let us try to improve your lifestyle habits that need work.
Soon you will start receivinp; information about some safety and
heal th topics.

·How to prevent low back pain and injury;
·How to take your own pulse rate and know what it means;
·How to start and choose a fitness or-ogr-am that is right
for you; and.
·Becomin~ familiar with the risks factor involved with

hio;h blood pressure.

These and many other heal th and safety topics will be shared
wi th you in the upcoming months.

Have a safe and happy holiday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

If you have a question or comment about an area of
heal th/safety. you are encouraged to wri te to the edi tor.
LIFESTYLE GUIDELINES is a newsletter written for you. the employee.
So. get the most out of 1 t. The ed1 tor must select letters of
general interest. Names can accompany the letter. hut may stay
anonymous. Editor: John Carini

302~ (II. 20th St.
Lacr-csse , ~I/I.' 54601

SPONSORED/APPROVED BY:

Norplex Division
LaCrosse,Wisconsin

UOf)lnc.
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Today, there is more and more evidence showing that re~ular

physical exercise will help to reduce coronary heart disease
AMERICA'S NO.1 KILLER. The number of men and women who exercise
rep;ularly has more than doubled in the past fe\'1 years.

Americans of all ages are getting involved. There are an
estimated 10 million joggers, 15 million serious s\dmmers,
25 million regular cyclists and 29 million tennis players. Also,
regular exercise for at least 15-20 minutes 3 or more times a "leek,
benefits you in many ways:

*It improves the supply (flow) of blood to the heart and lungs.
*It helps in reducing a person's blood pressure.
*It helps in lowering the unhealthy effects of cholesterol

from one's diet.
*It helps an individual handle stress, so he/she can do more

and not tire so easily. Also, by releasing tension, exercise
helps a oerson relax and sleep better.

*Along with a prooer diet, it helps control a person' s
weight.

Before becsinninp, any exercise program it is suggested that
you have a check-suo , This is very important if you are;

*over 35 years of age:
*if you have not had a physical examination during the past
year;

*if you are overweight; and,
*if you have a history of high blood pressure or heart trouble.

''/hen selecting an exercise program choose one that is right
for you. The more enjoyable a fitness activi ty is, the more likely
you are to do it regularly. Walking, jogging, cycling, swimming,
cross-country skiing, and jazzercise are different types of exercise.
A variety in activities helps prevent boredom. Also, indoor versus
outdoor activity, helps to keeo things interesting.

~ Fitness continued)



SPOrlSORED/APPROVED BY:

Norplex Division
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

UOP Inc.

Lack of exercise is only one cause for development of coronary
heart disease. There are many other factors that affect the heart.
These include a cerson' s diet. smokinR habi ts, alcohol consumption,
and family health history.

So, by beginning an exercise program you could possibly helo
conquer some heart problems. And if you stick to an exercise
program, both your bOdy and mind will benefit in the long run.

Just ....... heaNb 01 ••.
YOU AND YOUR HEART

*Your heart started beating 6 months before you were born.
*During an average lifetime, the heart beats almost 2)~ billion
times.

*Your blood makes 1,000 complete trips around your body each
day. Each trip takes less than 1 minute.

*Your blood contains about 25 trillion red blood cells that
transport oxygen to your muscles and organs. About 8 million
of them die every second and are replaced by new ones.

GRANDMA GATEWOOD

Grandma Emma Gatewood. mother of eleven, was 67 when she first
walked the entire length of the Apoalachian Trail in 1955.
Grandma Emma made the 2.000 mile trek from GeorRia to Maine in
145 days. ,-

Then, just so she wouldn' t get out of shape, she went back and
walked the entire Trail again-at the age of 70-and became the first
woman to walk the Trail twice.

Most Grandmas celebrate their 71st birthdays from their easy
chairs. Not Emma! She walked the entire length (2,000) of the
Oregon Trail at seventy-one (71).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

If you have a question or comment about an area of health
and safety, you are encouraged to write to the editor.
LIFESTYLE GUIDELINES is a newsletter written for you, the employee.
So, get the most out of it. The editor must select letters of
general interest. Na!'!es can accompany the letter, but may stay
anonymous. Edi tor: John Carini

302)1, N. 20th St.
LaCrosse, WI. 54601
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(Stress continued)

Nobody can escane s t r-eas ••• and not all stress is harmful to
our health. The problem often lies with how we cope \.r1th stress.
Coping with s t r-es s t s nearly impossible some of the time. Society
expects us to do too much, too fast. Today more than ever copLng
with stressful situation!': is an everyday event.

Stress is the resnonse of our body to any demand made upon it.
A certain amount is de s I r-ab Le and helpful, but some times we have
a hard time livinp.; with it. wnen our stress levels are hip.:h, we
are much more likely to exoerience ac c t derrt s and illnesses.
Stress is related to or can increase our chances of de ve Lop Lne t

*hil"!h blood nressure,
*heart disease( attack) ,
*rrastric ulcers,
*::llcoholism,
*excessive smoking, habits,
*overeatin,,: habi ts ,
*migraine headaches,
*some allergies,
*colds, and,
*cancer.

fJot all stress is had. '4/ithout stress of some kind, we would
all be under-achievers and the work of the world would hardly
get done. The health prohlems are created when the stress we have
continues for lon~ neriods of time and we have the type of per
sonality which makes it difficult for us to cope with stress.

Al thouRh your mind distinp,uishes between ~(when you are
ahle to cone with a challenge comfortably) and bad(when you are
unable to cone with a challenp;e comfortably-burnout) stress,
your body does not. Different people have different warnino; si~nals

for stress.



These are several ways st'ress can be identified:
·An inability to sleen or wakinp, up too early:
·An increase in resting pulse rate;
·Fatip,ue. even when you have not been working hard:
·Depression;
·Boredom. and lack of interest;
·Tight muscles particularly in the shoulders, neck. and face:
·Backaches;
·Headaches;
·Loss of appetite or ove r-eatnng ;
·Drinkin~ to much ;
·Diarrhea;
·Gas or Constioation:
·Heart problens;
·PacinR back and forth;
·1IJailbitin~;
·Excess i ve sweatin~ :
·Cold hands and feet; and,
·Hurried speech.

The key is to learn and recognize what your stress war-ru nz
sip,nals are. Then when they occur, you can act to relieve your
tension. "Just how do I cope with stress?" "Good question! II

f'lext months Febuary Lifestyle Guidelines newsletter will feature
several ways in which you can relieve the tensions of everyday
livin~. Uf'lTIL THErJ. REMAIN CALM!!!

Check yourself with the following quiz:

STRESS QUIZ

_ Do you compete a lot and leel that you should always win?

_ Are you always engaged in more projects than you can see the end
of?

_ Do you leel your achievements are often unappreciated? Your
value unrecognized? '

_ Do you set extremely high goals lor yourself?

_ Do you take "pep" pills when you're tired? Sedatives when you
can't sleep?

__ Do you find it hard to delegate authority? Do you try to carry the
load yourself?

_Doyouhaveanintensedesiretogetahead?

_ Do you lose your temper often?

_ Are most 01 your recreational activities tied into your business
activities?

_ _ Do you olten lose sight 01 what's important at work and home?

_ _ Are you anxious to reach your goals but unsure of exactly how to
reach them?

If you've answered "yeS" to more than half of these questions. you need to sit back
and make an effort to relax. channel your ambition, set different goals and worry less.
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Oh, my aching back!

Throughout today' s industry, acute low back pain and injury
have developed into the. number one ~reatest single in,jury in the
workplace. Low back nat n and injury accounts for the largest
amount of medically related wor-k injuries" the greatest number of
lost work days, and the larr,:est amount of workmen's compensation
paid each year.

If you suffer from backaches, you have lots of comnany ,
Some 22 million Americans are affected by back pain injuries a year
and about 2 million of these are hospitalized. Also, over 200 million
working days ar.e lost annually because of backaches.

A small number of backaches are due to serious disease in the _.
bones and joints of the lower back. This requires expert medical or
surgical care. The majority of backaches are due to poor muscle
tone and our daily habits. (Such as, improper posture when liftincs,
bendf.ng , sitting, or even s candang ,

Copinp.: with 10\'1er back pain or injury can be eased by perform
ing muscle stren;:thening exercises. If your injury is very serious,
you should seek the approval of a ohysician before beginnin~ an
exercise nrop':ram. Weip;ht reduction too is important, esoecially
if you have 'most of your excess wei~ht in the abdomen. This puts
an added strain on the back.

Here are some suggested exercises desi'p';ned to ease backaches.
Do the exercises on the floor in order indicated.

PELVIC TILT

Lie on back, knees bent, feet flat on floor. TiJ1;hten stomach
and bu t tioc k muscles. HoLd 5 seconds, relax, reneat.

sn.rr.LE KNEE RAISE

Lie on side, knees bent, head on Dillow. Lift upper leg
toward chest. Hold 5 seconds, relax, reneat on other side.

DOUBLE KNEE RAISE

Lie on back, knees bent, claso hands around knees and null
towards chest. Touch forehead to knee s , Hold, relax, repeat.

SINrrLE LEG RAISE

Lie on back, le,a,s straight, arms at
side. One at a time, raise legs as
hiv.h as comfortable. Lower slo\'ily,
reiax and reneat.

(Exercises continued)



~
Lie on back, knees bent, Ceet Clat on Cloor, arms crossed
on chest. Curl slowly into sltting oost tion.

SEAT TIGHTENER

Lie on stomach, head restin~ on hands.~~...
Tighten buttock muscles. Hold Cor
2 seconds and release. Relax, repeat. -

These simple exercises, oer-ro rmec
re~ularly, will stren~then your back and
make backaches less likely.

TRUE OR FALSE

Jus-c: lor-C:he
heal-C:h 01 j-C:.

O. Do varicose veins oCten sip,nify serious unde r-Lvt nz diseases?
A. False. Varicose veins seldom mean serious under-Lytnrt

disease. The condition is larp,ely a matter of appearance.

Q. Is honey better Cor you than refined white sup;ar?
A. False. Both contain lar.rr,e concentrations of calories with

Ii ttle nutritional value. There are only slight differences
. be tween them-not enounh to say that one is clearly

"heal th!er" than the other.

Q. Are the new low-tar cip;arettes a bie: sten forward in
improving our nation's health?

A. False. The value of low-tar., low nicotine cigarettes is
questionable. There is good reason to believe these milder
new cip;arettes may hook more people into the smoking habit.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

If vou have a tluestion or comment about an area 01' health and
saCety, you are encour-aged to wrl te to the editor.
LIFESTYLE GUInELIrJES is a newsletter written for you, the employee.
So, get the most out of it. The edl tor must select letters of
sr,eneral interest. Names can accompany the letter, but may stay
anonymous.

Ed! tor: John Carini
302X rJ. 20th St.
LaCrosse, WI. 54601

Norplex Division
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

uoplnc.
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YOU AND
YOUR HEART

The action of your heart if; the best key to vour- nhvs Lc a I
fitness. Your heart weip.:hr; well under one oouno and is only a little
larrrer than your fist. Rut it I S oowe r-t'u l , Lone \'Iorlcim~ arid hard
wor-kf ne , Its job is to numo b Loo.t to the Lunrs for oxvnen and then
all the body t t ssues .

So. how do you know if you are ta'.;:inrr care of your heart properly?
One method is to take your 0"10 heart rate(beats ner minute). which
"rill nr-ovt de an accurate record. T"l.l<in:-r your nulse is c oun t Lric the
numher of times your heart beats oer rr,in~te. Do not be concerned
that your- heart r-at e seems fast a.t one re'.ldinn; or 510\-1 at another.
Hany factors, t nc t uo i n« sex (male-female) 'and ;lqe affect the heart rate
under var-t ous c Lr-curns t anne s , .

Firs't, exneriment a hi t and select the best place ~
to tal<e your Dulse. The three hest locations are: < .

*At the wrist, .iw:;t bel 0 ..... the b ase of the thumb. '..-
*At the neck, ,iust over the co l La r line and to the ~,/:-4 ~ .' .

ri"'ht or left of the \'1ind nine. ThiR is called the }"?7:.
carotid artery.

*At the Lns I de of the e Lbow , .iul'It above the skin
crease. ;,1nlce sure you us e the fin;rerR shown in the
d Larrr-ams to take your nu La e ,

After vou have located your nu l s e be a t , look at the
swe en second hand of your watch an-t count the number of
be at s dur-Ln« IS-seconds. 1'Jext. mul tinly this number by
f'ou r , This fi.-rure r-enr-e s en t s your resting ou l se rate
ne r- minute.

Do not try to take your \"\ulse during exercise or
work. hut start immediately after. The reason for this
is the heart rate rapioly s Lows down after vip;orous
exercise or work. In fact. the fnster it slows down the
more fi t you are. One of the reasons for taking your
rate is to find out what the difference is hetween your
heart rate when r-es t Lnrt , and after an activi ty( .iOP:S7,in~.
wa LkLnrr , liftino; ••• ). Rememher. uauaH v the f::lRter your
heart s Lows down , the better sha-re you are in.



Also. each of us has a TARGET HEART RATE
~. Determining your tare:tet heart rate is easy.

1. Record your restin~ l"ulse rate after
si ttin~ for five minutes. --

2. fJow find the maximum pulse rate for your
ap,e on the chart to the ri~ht.

Keeoinp; your heart rate in this ranRe, at
least three to four times a week( 15-20 minutes)
followin~ exercise or vi~orous activity, should
keep you and your heart in Rood sriane ,

YOUR YOUR
AGE TARGET HE,

(ROUNDUP RATE RANI
TO NEAREST (BEATSIMINU

AGE)

20 140 to 17'
25 137 to 16
30 133 to 16
35 130 to 15
40 126 to 15
45 123 to 14
50 119 to 14
55 116 to 141

60 112 to 1a
65 109 to 13
70 105 to 12,

Jusi:lori:be
beali:b of H. Safety Urges Belt Use

"BELT TI-IE or,IES YOU LOVEI", ur-zea the tJational S",fety Council.
"Use safety belts and child safety seats I "

The Council estimates that at least 12.000 lives could be saved
each year if nersons wore their safety bel ts. lIJational fi~ures indicate
t!'lat only 11 percent of us use them.

Office Work Can Be Hazardous
Office wor-ker-s are suffering more from stress-related diseases

these days. because of new office technolopies accor-dt.nr; to the
Centers for Disease Control ~ -A recent f\!ational Institute for
Occunational Safety &. Health study of video-display terminal workers
indicate visual, musculo-skeletal and emotional problems stemmin<;!;
from work wi th those machines.

Other office-caused stress situations stem from polluted office
air. a stressful work pace. constant sitting in noor-Ly-ede s Lgned chairs,
cooing with nev... machinery and automation, poor job desi gn , poor
employee/employer relationships. and socioeconomic factors.

(Taken from N'isconsin Safety and Health lIJews. January 1982)

COMING If\! T1·!0 WEEKS I! ! ! !

·stress manazemene and relaxation techniques;
·Proper liftin~ skills; and,
·:>!uch, much. lJIORE!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
If you have a question or comment about an area of health

and safety, you are enecur-aged to wri te to the edi tor.
LIFESTYLE GUIDELINES 1s a newsletter written for you. the employee.
So. ,get the most out of it. The editor must select letters of general
int~rest. N~~s can accompany the letter. but may stay anonymous.

Norplex Division Edi tor: John Carini

LaCrosse, Wisconsin ~~2~r~;s;~t~I ": 54601

UOP Inc.
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It is surprising how little we know about the art of
relaxation. Relaxation is more than getting away from the wor-k-.
a-day p.;rind. and it's more than the absence of stress. Relaxation
is a nosi tive and satisfying feelinp;. You experience "peace of
mind".

One of the e as Le s t methods of relaxation is the Relaxation
Re s oonse , developed by "Dr. Herbert Benson. It consists of only
four easy steps and can be done almost anywhere.

First. find a quiet and calm area to eliminate any nossihle
distractions. A nua e t; room will make it easier for you to fully
concentrate and escape from any distractin~ thoughts.

Second, to hell" shift the mind from its present state to a
more comfortable train of thoU~ht-you need an outside stimulus.
This is simnly a sound. \'/ord. or nhrase that you reoeat silently
or aloud. For e xamo Le ; when b r-eatnfng , each time you inhale air
into your lungs silently say. "I AW'-and when you exhale say,
"RELAXED". Also. you can .iust !"!;aze at a stationary object(flower.
stone. nicture ••• ). The primary reason for this stimulus, 1s to
keen your mind from wounde r-Lnn back to distractin£,: thou~hts. When
us i ne a repeated wor-d your eyes should be closed.

Third. you should adont a "let it
haonen" attitude. This will heln you dis
regard distractinn: t hou-mt s or sounds, and
brin~ you back to the word you are reneat
inp:, o r- the object you are ~azinp" at.
Distractinrr thoughts t-/ill occur. Do not
worry about them. relax and return to
o r-Lrt Lna.I t hourrh t ,

Fourth, a comfortahle. non-ssuopor-t Lnrt ,
posture is important to eliminate any
muscle tension that mi nrrt exist. A si ttin~
position in a chair is orobably the easiest
at .....ork, but lyinC( down , kneeling, swaying,
or sitting in a cross-lea;ged position are
all suitable. VOU need to be comfortable
and relaxed. (Relaxation continued)

"Benson. Herhert. The Relaxation Response.
Avon PUblishers, l'Iew York, lY76, "P$1.'::I5.



The Relaxation Response can be done for 5, 10, 20 minutes,
or as lonp: as you want. Do not \'iOrry about whether you are
successful in achdevfnz a deet' level of relaxation. If you main
tain a "let it hal)pen" attitude and nermi t relaxation to occur at
its o...m pace-IT "'ILL HAPPEtll

The follot'line'! statements relate to articles that were nresented
in oast issues of Lifestyle Guirtelines. Test vourself, and see
how you are doin,,:. The answer-s to these -iues t i cne are located in
the "Just for the health of it" column on the last parre ,
"Try not to ne ak l "

1- The faster your heart rate slows down , the TRUE FALSE
better anane 'IOU are in.

2. Lack of exercise is the only cause for TRUE FALSE
coronary heart disease.

3. Stress can be verv harmful to our health, TRUE FALSE
if we do not learn to cone "lith it.

4. The b es t time to take your heart rate is TRUE FALSE
dur-i n« exercise.

5. Peonle ~·;i th excessive \"!ei~ht in the abdomen TRrJE FALSE
area, nr-e lil{clv c::m'Udates for Lower- b ac k injury.

6. Severe burns, are the number one Ln.tur-v in TRUE FALSE
torlay's inctustrv.

7. An exercise nrof'l;ran snou l d be done for at TRUE FALSE
least 15-20 minutes 3 or more times a we ek ,

- 8. Backaches , loss of annet I te, nailbi t Lnz , and TRUE FALSE
de or-eas t on are all s t-rns of s t r-es s ,

9. An exercise nr-o nr-am only hy itself -rn hell' TRUE FALSE
you lose \·leipht.

10. Co:')in" '·Tith Lowe r- back nafn or injury can be TRUE FALSE
easert b;! r-er-rorrm nn muscle s t r-enrrtnentnc
exercises.

Norplex DIVision
1300Norplex Drive
LaCrosse.Wisconsin54601

UOP Inc.



Oh, my aching back!
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~'!hether it's sneezing, t)'in~ your shoes, liftin~ a machine
part, or snoveLt nn anow , chances are you flirt with back pain and
injury everyday, It's almost impossible to avoid all the movements
and activities that can cause back strain. But, there are many thing,s
you can do to reduce the nossibili tv of back in jury and keep a
healthy back desryite all bendinR, twistin!!, liftinp:, oushinjz and
oullinl2; in your life.

Liftinp. is so much a part of everyday .lobs that most of us
don't think about it. It is usually done wronp-, leading to pulled
muscles, lower back stress, and possible hernia. The followinp; is
a tested and safe techniClue which should be used when lifting.

~
Stand close to the object in a straddle position, \dth one

foot alonp; side the ob jec t and one foot behind.

~
Use the sit-down position and keep the back straip;ht.

By bendin~ with the knees and not your back, will
minimize the pressure on the stomach area which could
lead to a hernia or back injury.

~
Tuck in the chin, this helps keep the back straight. and firm.

IIellllle",
.lIjectscJat

tlJlL

The fingers and the hand should be extended around the objecet
using the full palm. You need the strenf?;th of your entire hand
because finp,;ers alone have very little power.

(Continued)

ARf.tS AND ELBm'lS

The obJect should be drawn close, and the arms and
elbows tucked into the side of the body. The closer you
hold the object, the more strength and power your arms
will have.



,T'ST. c:::

. :1i~~
BODY AND '!IEIGHT

The body should be nositioned so that the ''Ieip;ht of the
bodv is centered over the feet. Start the lift with a thrust of
the" rear foot, and slowly strai~hten legs. Once legs are straip,;ht,
bring your back to vertical position. This will ensure better
balance and less strain on your back. Also, 11ft objects only
chest hip.h. If you must turn when liftin?, and hand11n~ objects,
pivot with your feet instead of twistin~ at the ...raist.

JUs~ for~he
·heal~h .f H.

1. True
2. False, A person I s diet, smokd ng habits, alcohol consumption.

stress levels, and family health history all affect heart
disease.

3. True
4. False, The best time to take your restinR pulse rate is

immediately after exercise, or sittinll: for five minutes.
5. True
6. False, Lo\Orer back oain in,juries are the number one problem

in todavs workplace. .
7. True .
8. True
9. False, Exercise, alonF, with a proper diet, will help control

a persons wei~ht.

10. True·
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Many people who are engaged in
sedentary occupations dO not realize that calories can be burned
by the hundreds by engaging in strenuous exercises that do not re
Quire physical exercise. The following is a list of calorie burning ac
tivities and the number of calories per nour they consume.

Beating around the bush. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Jumping to conclusions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100
Climbing the wailS : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
SWallowing your pride . 50
PaSSing the buck. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Throwing your weight around. . . . . . . . . . 50-300

(oependlng upon your weight)
Dragging your heels .
Pushing your luck .
Making mountains out Of molehills.
Hitting the nail on the head .
wading through paperwork .
Bending over backWards .
Jumping on the bandwagon .
Balancing the books .
Running around in circles .
Eating crow .
Tooting your own horn .
Climbing the ladder Of success.
pulling out the stoppers ....
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Since the very first issue of "Lifestvle Guidelines" was
published, many of you have r-eoues eed information relatin~ to
various areas of nutrition. The overall interest in nutrition
was so great, that this issue has been dedicated to answerin$!;
those Questions.

Thank You,
Edi tor: John Carini

Read _he Label
If you are like most shoppers, you mainly look at labels

for the kind of food and the name brand you want. That is fine,
but usually it is not enough , You should also look on the label
for information about the product IS· nutri tional value.

Nutri tional surveys conducted by the United States Department
of Al?:ricul ture show that many of us are not gettinlJ; enough of the
vi tamins and minerals we need, especially Vitamin C, Vitamin A,
Calcium and Iron. Also, we are eating fewer fresh fruits and veg
tables, less milk and milk oroducts, cereals and grains. So, it
is important that the foods you do select and serve provide good
nutri tional value.

The nutritional information section which is usually found
on the side oanel is the really important part of the label. It
shows the amount of calories, protein, carbohydrates, fats,
vi tamins, and minerals ner serving and lists each inp,redient{salt,
sugar ••• ) in the order of the ~reatest amount in the oroduct.
The follo,...inp, is an example of the nutrition information section.

VlTAMINA&D
SKIM MILK

GRADE APASTEURIZED HOMOGENIZED
Nt/TRITIONINFORMATlONPERSERVING

ServillOsiZt........ . .. 'CUP
Ser.,lIlll*conlainlr....... . .. ,
~Ofies............ . ... 90
PrOI.inS.............. . ...•11'-.
CarllOllylllillS •••..••.•••......1111'_
Fat •.•...•••.••• · .•. ··········, ....

PERCENTAGE Of U.S.RECOMMENDED
DAilY AllOWANCES (U.S.RDAI

Pto 20 NiacII ••.••••••• O

~::=~: ::: :': ~::.:::::::~
Tho_1811 6 Vil_O 25
I1JIIollavin(82) 2S
ConlaJnsSll... I\1I V,t_ApalmIlit.andV'I..... O'

·21.4g.ams(g.) -,ounce.IOlIIlCIS-'CUP
454grarns(g.I-'pound
,orarn-'.DOllmoUog,-lmgl

(Nutri tion Continued)



By reading this label for skim milk, you can see that this
low-fat dairy product contains only one gram of fat per serving.
It is low in calories and a good choice for a fat-controlled diet.
The label also shows that skim milk is good source of protein,
Vi tamin A, riboflavin, calcium and Vitamin D. It shows that skim
milk has little Vitamin C and no iron.

Also, read the front panel on packaged goods. \'/hen vitamins
are added to a food product, it will usually say so on the front
of the label. Look for key words like "fortified", "enriched" or
"vitamins added."

The number of calories per serving are also listed on the
label. Calories depend on the amount of fat. protein and carbo
hydrates in the food. Fat, has the most cal or-Les , with nine
calories per p.:ram. By multiolying the grams per serving by the
calories ,per ~ram, you ~et the total calories per serving. For
example, skim milk contains 85 calories.

"'0lIinCIrIIallv*II.
Fat

Gr_ l:aIorits

~serv~ pervra:
11 x 4
1 x 9

TO~I

~Io"es
-32
-44

- 9
85

~:

·Read the labels.
·Check servinll size. You will be able to tell how many servinp,s.
are in one nackaae ,

·Use nutri t'ion labels to count calories. and evaluate nutrient
content.

·Compare cost per equal servinj:( and nutrients in each serving.
*Ingredients are listed in order of quantity. startin~ wi th the
largest down to the smallest.

ReadinR the labels. for these values. will help you in
selectinR good foods and serving nutritious meals.



Avoid Too Much
Sugar
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Most recent research shows that it is not the amount of sugar
we eat that causes cavities, but the frequency and the length
of time the sugar is retained on the teeth. Sugar not only is
a cause for caries (cavities), but also provides "empty calories."
These are calories that have little or no nutritional value.

The average person uses more than 130 pounds of sugars and
seeetners a year. So,' we should try to limit our consumption
of jams, jellies, candies, cookies, soft drinks, cakes, and pies,
as well as suaaz-s found in breakfast cereals, catsup, flavored
milks, and ice cream. Also, watch for "hidden sugars."
If the names sucrose, glucose. maltose. dextros~, lactose,
fructose. or any syrups and honey appear first, then there is a
large amount of auzar-, The ingredient level will provide a clue
to the amount of sus;ar in a product. Try to avoid those wi th
sugar listed as one of the first ingredients •

..:._Tllf~;nm·DIET./:SOI?M~i
SODA SACQIAIlIIl SODIUM CAFFEINE CALORIES
(12.......... .-dl ... CIDoI CIDoI
Diet...... . ' 12U2 '2.4 •. 36.0 0.84

~~~~
Diet.7U,·::··~:.-.:.:~:=~7.1J..~::r;;;4I,O·==':'(L:·~
DietGMgerNa '
~ 51.039.4103."

~::r_5illE;::I0~;'}:Eo~.-~~d
DietShosIOIlloctCheny ·109044 . 47.5~ 0 . 0.71

:~"::~1~:RW;'~~;-=i1i:!~~1:
No-CalChocolDleSocla

lIoz.1 73.' 11.72· __ 2.0

0Ib~~~:"7:'~.' '~:'~:"";:s;;o:..;~~~:~~. ~·.I.~:,~~?f
OIbSoclollOoz.l ..
'(Sdt_sl. 0 43.10 0
IC lOO.;:~::;;e~;::'l44.o _~·.37.32 ..:.::·,O_:.:.~:;,.O..'.:""~

=::7~~~~r$-_.........

S$.;;g~if:1S
:==1t~4=E~~

~~':E:'.='=::'~

1--



'~: Avoid. Too MuchaSodium
Accordin~ to maJor medical research, excessive amounts of

sodium in our diets is a ma.jor factor in contributinp. to high
blood pressure. Lowering the sodium intake has been found to
lower blood pressure readinp,s in many cases. Sodium is an impor
tant nutrient in our diet, but we tend to over use it. Americans
like salt. Each of us eats an aver-age of 2 to 2~ teaspoons of
ita day-or about 8~fpounds a year. Soi1ium is a mineral found in
foods we eat and the water we drink. Table salt is about 40'J~ sodiun
and 60')~ chloride. The excessive use of sal t in our diets is not
based on a body need, but stem_ from an acquired taste, as early
as infancy.

An excessive amount of sodium in any form can result in
wate r- retention. It works lil<e a sponge, drawing "'/ater to it from
the stomach and intestinal areas. Some of the sodium is excreted
through our urine, and some is lost from the skin when you sweat.
Hcweve r , when \-/e accumulate too much sodium, fluid tension in
creases within our bodies. This causes such problems as difficulty
in breathin~, swollen feet and ankles, and heart and kidney prob
lems. Due to this increase in the total volume of fluid in the
blood levels there is an increase in blood pressure.

To reduce the amount of sodium in our body, we must decrease
the amount of sodium we consume. Here are some examples:
·Add no salt while oreoarinp, food.
*Use frozen or fresh vegtables.
·Season food without sodium substances, use pepper, lemon juice,
dill or vanilla instead.

·Use unsalted butter and margarine.
*Stay away from salted snacks.
*Remove your saltshaker from the table.
*Read food labels to estimate the amount of sodium in foods.

~ AFTE5:R

-ffi-,-a-
Norplex Division
1300NorplexDrive· LaCrosse. Wisconsin

UOP Inc.
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Ninety percent of Americans are at least partially aware
of the health risks of smoking. For nonsmokers, having to inhale
someone else's cigarette smoke is an~p,ly social and
heal th issue.

Everytime someone lights a cigarette, cigar, or a pipe,
smoke enters the air from two sources. One is SIDESTREAM smoke.
Sidestream smoke, is that smoke which is not inhaled by the smoker,
.l;oing directly into the air from the burning end. The second type
of smoke, is MAlt-rSTREAM smoke. Mainstream smoke is that smoke which
is pulled through the mouth piece when he/she inhales or puffs.
Most important to a nonsmoker, is that you are exposed to both side
stream and mainstream smoke.

Why :\,s sidestream smoke so much more danger-oua to nonsmokers,
than mainstream smoke? Sidestream smoke contains higher amounts °0 1'
carbon monoxide (five times more), tar, nicotine, ammoni a( 50 times
more), benzopyrene(suspected as a cancer--causang agent), and
oxides of nitro~en compared to mainstream smoke. This is very im
portant for the nonsmoker to relize, since the sidestream smoke is
going directly into the air for the most part, rather than being
completely inhaleod by the smoker. Studies have shown that inhaled
smoke is somewhat filtered before eXhaling, making it less harmful
on the nonsmoker then sidestream smoke.

Sidestream smoke is also attracted to the human body in other
ways. Bur-nf nz tobacco smoke creates a electrical response, causing
a clin/2:ing activity much the same way as iron filings are drawn to
a magnet. Chemicals in tobacco smoke called aldehydes and ketones
supply the annoyfnz smell, while tars hold them to your skin and
clothes. Also, after only 30 minutes in a smoke filled room, the
carbon monoxide level in the nonsmokers blood increases as well as
blood pressure and heart beat. Other heal th problens to nonsmokers
from sidestream smoke:

"Eye irritation;
"Nasal symptoms;
"Headache;
"Cough;
"\Olheezing;
"Sore throat;
"Nausea;
"Hoarseness;
"Dizziness;

(Secondhand continued)
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I Sip,ns that indirect exposure to smoke might be harmful have

been accumulatin~ for several years. Babies of women who smoke during
nr-ejmancy tend to weigh less and develop more slowly than those of
ncnsmokf.nrr mothers. The children of narents who smoke have been
found to be more prone to bronchial ailments. Men and women that
spend alot of time in a smoktnn environment show some imnairment in
resoiratory canacity, indicatinp, damane to the small bronchial tubes
and air sacs of the Lunrt , A smoker is not sensitive to the smoke
smell because of the destructive effects of smoke on the inner lininp"
of his/her nose.

As~ourself: ~~rom~'kIY~~U;\~swer that question. the better your

ydoI
chances of becoming a successful
nonsmoker. And that's why it's im- 0
ponant that you answer. score. and "'" ~

smoke? analyze the results of this smoker's ...,
lest. A testthathashelpedmillions of \ \. ~ 'l ~
peoplejust like you to break the to- .. ~ \ t ~
bacco habit. Just circle the appro- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
priife numberon eachline.

A I smokecigarettesto keep myselffromslowingdown. 5 4 3 2 r

B Handlinga cigaretteis partof the enjoymentof smokingit. 5 4 3 2 1

C Smokingcigarettesis pleasantand relaxing. 5 4 3 2 1

0 I lightup a cigarettewhenI feelangryaboutsomething. 5 4 3 2 1

E WhenI'm out of cigarettes,it'snear-tortureuntil I canget them. 5 4 3 2 1

F I smokeautomatically, without evenbeingawareof it. 5 4 3 2 1

G I smokecigarettesto stimulateme,to perk myselfup. 5 4 3 2 1

H Partof enjoyingsmokingis preparingtolightup. 5 4 3 2 1

I I.findcigarettespleasurable. 5 4 3 2 1

J WhenI feeluncomfortableorupset,I lightup a cigarette. S 4 3 2 1

K I'm verymuchawareof the factwh$n I'mnotsmokinga cigarette. 5 4 3 2 1

L I often light up a cigarettewhileone'sstillburningin the ashtray. 5 4 3 2 1

M I smokecigarettestoget a lift. 5 4 3 2 1

N WhenI smoke.partof myenjoymentis watchingthe smokeI exhale. S 4 3 2 1

0 I wanta cigarettemostoftenwhenI'm oomfortableand relaxed. 5 4 3 2 1

P WhenI'mblueandwantto takemy mindoffwhat'sbotheringme, I smoke. S 4 3 2 1

Q I get a realhungerfor a cigarettewhenI haven'thadone in a while. S 4 3 2 1

R I've founda cigarettein my mouthandhaven'trememberedit wasthere. S 4 3 2 1



"It'. part of mv routine."
If cigarettes are part of your routine

and not much else, quitting should be
relatively easy. One key to success is
being aware of every cigarette you
smoke. •

"I'm hooked."
In addition to a nicotine depen

dency, which we')) discuss later, you
have a psychological addiction to 10
bacco, It's a hard addiction to break,
but we')) help you break it.

lilt's. crutch."
Finding cigarettes very comforting

in moments of stress can make quil
ting tough. But there are ways of
beating the crutch problem.

"It feels good."
A high score means, obviously,

you get a lot of physical pleasure out
of smoking. Various forms of exer
cise, such as cycling, can beeffective
alternatives.

UI want something
In mv hand.".

There are a lot of things you can do
with your hands withoullighting up.

"It .tlmulat•• me."
With a high score here, you feel

thai smoking gives you energy, keeps
you going. So think about alterna
tives that give you energy, such as
brisk walking and jogging.

_E_
K
-0-
--Craving:

Plychologlca'
Tota'i __Add'cllon

F
-L-

L-

D
-J-
"..--
--Crutch: Tlnllon

Totall __Rlductlon

Totala __Habit

c
.l.--
2.--

Pllalurlbll
Tota'i __RI'a.allon

_8_
H
N

Tota'i __Handling

_A_
_0_
_M_

Tota'i __Slimulition

What do vour .cor••
t.U about vou?

ex> Now .cor. vour••lf.

1 Enter thenumben you've cir-
• cled in answer 10lhe questions Now that you've completed the

on lhe lines below. For exam- lest, we're going to discuss what you
pie, put the number you clrcled in feel smoking gives you, as shown by
answer to Queslion A on Line A. your scores in the various areas cov-

ered by the test. We're also going to

2 Add the three scores on each discuss "effective nonsmoking alter-
• line to gel your lotals. For natives for each of the areas covered

example, the sum of your in the lest, such as stimulation. And
scores on lines A, G, and M gives you the more important a panicular area is
your score on stimulation. Scores can for you, as shown by your test scores,
vary from 3 to IS. A score of II or the more you should think about the
above is high. A score of 7 or below alternatives.
is low.



Safety
A 'few years ago a man and his wi'fe were eating at a neighbor

hood restaurant enJoyin!,!; their steak dinner when the man began
to choke. A piece ot: steak was lodged in his throat. cu t t I ng off his
air supply(breathinn;). The -man died because no one in the rest
aurant knew what procedures to take for a chokd nrt victim. \'1ould you
know what to do? The 'followin~ steps are to be taken fo rescuing
a choking victim.

• After the air way is unobstructed take
person to physician or emergency
room.

• Deliver 4 sharp blows between
shoulder blades

• Stand behind the victim and put both
of your arms around his or her waist.
Allow the victim's head, arms and
upper torso to hang forward.

• Make a fist with one of your hands.
Grab your fist with your other hand
and place it against the victim's
abdomen just above the belt line.

• Press up into the abdomen rapidly
and forcefUlly.

• If necessary, repeat the back blows
and abdominal thrusts several times.

\'.'ITH THE VICTHif STA!'TDIPr, OR SI1'TIW-;

':IITH THE VIeTH'; LYH'G DO"!!'!

• You or a second person will
probably have to remove the
food from the victim's mouth.

• Place victim on side and deliver 4 sharp blows between
shoulder blades.

• Lay the victim on his or her back, then kneel,
straddling the victim's hips.

• Lay the heel of one of your hands on ~be back
of the other. Place your hands on the victim's
abdomen just above the belt line.

• Press up into the abdomen rapidly and
forcefully. (abdominal thrusts)

• If necessary, repeat back blows
and abdominal thrusts several
times.

~.,.'1r
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11GB BLOOD PRESSURE
YOU LOOK FINE:
YaH FEEL FUIE:
SO \'IHAT IS THE PRORLE~~?

For some 23 million Americans, it's hip:h blood nressure
(hvner-tens t on ) , Hip;h blood nressure can cause heart attack, stroke
or lddney failure. It is a silent disease that usually shows no
svrnn t oms , In 1976, cardiovascular disease, including COO,OOO heart
attack deaths and fiO ,000 stroke deaths was the leadinr: cause of
death and disabi 11 ty.

Blood pr-e saur-e is the amount of force r-enui r-ed to circulate
the blood t hr-curth the body. Havinly' high blood nressure means that
your hlood uses hic:her than normal nressure on the walls of vour
arteries as the blood flov/s from your heart to all parts of your
hodv , Al though high blood nressure in its early s t ages rarely causes
any svmeeoms at all, it does mean that;

·Yollr heart has to vro r-k harder than it should to Dump blood
for oroner circulation, and the added wor-k means ,;'(reater risJ<
of future heart nroblems

·Vour k Ldnevs and other o r-earis have to work harder than they
should in tryin!'; to r-ezu Latie your blood pressure naturally.

*Your arteries hefT,in to '."ear and tear, which Le arts to hi~h

risk of heart attack and s t r-oke ,

The most common(95~~ of all reported cases) kind of hip:h blood
nressure, is lInz::Iiiiary hi~h blood nressure." ':'his means; n vT1thout
known cause. n Al thoun:h researchers do not know the true cause of
r.,rimary high blood nressure, they' feel the follov/in!"!: factors lead
to it:

Beredi tv, 1 f ei ther nar-errts had h1!.!h blood o r-es sur-e , a person
is twrce-as-rikely to develop it as he or she would he o cne r-vn.s e ,

Stress, is knO\·1O to cause a temporary increase in blood nressure
in mo~nle. ReDeated or nr-o Lonjte d stress may damage the mech
anisms that r-e rruLatie the b Lood pressure.

\'lei"ht, the more over,·,ei,n;ht you are, the more Li lce Ly you are
to have high blood pressure.

Diet, if your food and fluid is t nanpr-onr-t at e your blood pressure
systeiilITiav be over used. For examnle; if your kf drieys can not get
ric! of the excess salt in your diet, your body retains water, to i<eep
the salt diluted. This increase in the volume of blood, ke e ns the
car-en ac output hi~h.

High hlood nressure can be controlled. There is no sure cure
for hirrh hlood pressure, but for almost every oatient there is a
comhination of medications that \,1111 keen hlood pressure \'1i thin the
limi ts of normal risk.

( continued)



r-ia1(in~ medication a routine part of your lifestyle. olus a.
sensible diet and comfortable exercise. will he I n keen you as heal thy
or healthier than most oeople.

~:

-Have your blood pressure~ geriodically.
-Follow medical advice about medicine. diet. and change in
health habits.

-Keep takinp; your medicine whether you feel well or not. But tell
your nhysician and his staff how you feel.

trained pelSOn with you. Victim II
sit up•

4Drioec:autiouslytohospiW.,
Yic:timclosely(<<haveolherp-..
so). If be or she Iosesconscioll
chectforbreatbina.lJIdfeelfor
pulseunclersicleanl1eoflowerjl
chect for c:irc:ulation.If no pulse,
CPll. Continue CPR. until traiDed
arri_to take over.

SIf"Victim relainsCOlllCiollsM
hosDiw.malcesurebeorsbeisCi

Safety:

Norplex Division
laCrosse, Wisconsin

·uop'nc.

EARLYSIGNALSOFAHEARTArrACK

ChecklistofOtherHeartAttackEarlySign
Noac ofme S}'IIIptOIDSbelow isconclusive prooCof a heart aaack. But tbt
more of rhem prescDt. themore likely it is that the patient if UDdersoiDll

bartanack. DIFFICULTY BREATHING COLD SWI
PALPITATIONS PALENESS
NAUSEA WEAKNES
VOMITING ANXIETY

Howto HelpaPossIble HeartAttackVicd
l:-if;o:U~fn-~ nTh: ~~i~e3~~:iJ~ro~~~
uarat hospital equipped to IwIdle lance. 4) The Castest route ta
bart attae:kcmersencics. 2) How to hospital. KDowiDgthese things.
do Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation should:

1IHelp Yic:tim to least painful poti..
liaIHIsuaIIYsiUinawilh Iepup and bent
.. kDees.~ dotbinl uoulld aecIt
IJIdmidrilr.Bec:aJm.1'CUIlIrina.

2 Quicklycdunbulanccto aetYic:tim
IDboIpilaI Yialocal rescue squad, police,
.«olber aftil8ble service. 0Dce the
~isaathe_y.notifYfamily

pbYliciu.ifyauhaoeone.

3 lfambulanceisc:oming,c:omforlVic
limwhilcwaitina.Otberwisc,heJpvictim
tocar,lrYinato keep victim'sellertionto
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George Stunyo - L"l Crosse

neroffice correspondence

December 15, 1981

See Distribution

pave Barkey

biecl Health and Safety - Personal Habits

A student at the University of t-:isconsin who (1) is going for
an advanced degree and (2) happens to be the husband of one
of our employees is experimenting with health and safety com
munications techniques. Norplex has agreed to cooperate with
his study for it may have value for Norplex conununications or
for our employees.

All La Crosse, postville, and Franklin employees are to receive
the pre-test (enclosed) and return it to you (to return to La
Crosse). please make a brief note to attach to the test saying,
"Norplex is involved in a safety and health study by the Uni
versity of Wisconsin. Please complete this .questionnaire and
return it to (name) inunediately or within two days. Results
will be provided in the June, 1982 INTERCOM," Do your best to
get as good a return as possible.

After the questionnaires are completed groups will be separated
as follows:

Test Group

postville
La Crosse-Days

Fixed Group

Franklin
La Crosse-2nd & 3rd

The test groups may be revised before we start. However, the
test groups will begin receiving bi-weekly safety and health
newsletters. After that a post-test will be given to see if
there are any results.

Please cooperate on this. Who knows ••• maybe it will be useful.
We'll never know if we don't try it.

Each of you should distribute the test to all salaried and
hourly (x truck drivers) at your locations.

If you have any questions please call.

D. A. Barkey

A. K. sparks
Directors
Plant Managers
lobn car; oj
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Descriptive Group Responses to Pretest
Survey on Health and Safety Interests
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Category Groups

I II III IV V
Getting started and choosing a -.
fitness program that is right for me 60 8 9 25 18

Knowing how to take my pulse rate
and what it means 38 9 11 20 11

Methods of practicing stress manage-
ment and relaxation skills 73 10 6 28 20

How to go about contacting someone
for help in relation to alcoholism 3 1 0 5 2

Participating in a group to
eventually stop smoking 23 7 8 12 8

How to be a good host/hostess when
entertaining guests 20 3 5 11 8

Preparing nonalcoholic drinks 19 1 3 8 5

Help in reading ingredient labels
on products for their nutritional
value 19 2 3 14 7

How to prevent back pain and injury 44 13 6 23 14

Learning exercises used to help or
16cure lower back pain 44 9 7 23



APPENDIX F

Percentage Responses of Groups I, II and IV

to Total Number of Newsletter Read
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I

I

Percentage Responses of Groups I r II and IV I

to Total Number of Newsletter Read

Category Group I Group II Group IV
Bi-weekly Monthly Bi-weekly

ne Newsletter (1) (1) (1)
o Newsletters (0) (2) (1)

hree Newsletters (2) (3 ) (0)
our Newsletters (4) (3 ) (0)
ive Newsletters ( 2) (0) (2)
ix Newsletters (1) (1) (1)
even Newsletters (0) (0) (1)
11 Eight Newsletters 92% (116) 74% (28) 79% (23 )

I

I

i

,

i
;

1

I,
I

.

'0
Tw
T
F
F
S
S
A
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Descriptive Posttest Responses by Group I

to Health and Safety Newsletters Read



Descriptive Posttest Responses by Group I
to Health and Safety Newsletters Read
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Response Number of
Responses

This was an excellent idea 35

I learned a lot about health 23

It was very informative 14

I am more aware now 8

We need a program like this 4

I am eating better now 2

I don I t really care anyway 2

This was a joke 1



APPENDIX H

Descriptive Posttest Responses by Group II

to Health and Safety Newsletters Read



Descriptive Posttest Responses by Group II
to Health and Safety Newsletters Read

94

Response Number of
Responses

I enj oyed reading them 2

It was very informative 1

It offered interesting statistics 1

Very good information to know/refer 1

Who cares 1



APPENDIX I

Descriptive Posttest Responses by Group IV

to Health and Safety Newsletters Read



Descriptive Posttest Responses by Group IV
to Health and Safety Newsletters Read

96

Response Nwnber of
Responses

It was very informative 6

It was very interesting 3

I would like to see a program here 2

I have quit smoking from this 1

It made me question my lifestyle 1

It was an excellent newsletter 1

Using newsletters for reference 1

It offered interesting statistics 1

Very important material for employee 1


